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The announcement this week that the
forthcoming "Insight 71" lecture series at
Murray State U will include controversial
lawyer William Kunstler (defender of the
"Chicago 7") reminds me of the story about
the two, hippies.
One asked the other: "Haven't you ever
heard of the Indianapolis 500?"
"No", replied his companion, "but I'm
sure they aren't guilty."
Credit that one to our hard-working reporter, Angela Mueller.
The irony of today's inflation is well expressed in this one, which I saw in the Paducah Sun-Democrat one day this week:
"Grandpa saved the first dollar he ever
earned in a 10-cent frame. Today the frame
is worth a dollar and the dollar is worth 10
cents."
Through seven years of Banana Festivals here, our greatest group of visitors and
our strongest link with South America has
been with tiny little Ecuador, probably the
non-wealthiest country in South America.
And now, it seems, deteriorating US-Ecuadorian relations are getting the headlines.
Not over bananas. Over tuna boats.
It seems that, with three-fifths of the
world covered with water, US-owned tuna
fishing boats have concentrated on waters
off the Ecuadorian coast, because fishing is
good there. The story sounds like an "Our
Gang" comedy series.
U. S. boats want the Ecuadorian tuna
befote the Ecuadorians get it. That will keep
the Ecuadorians poor, which therefore follows that they will continue to be asking
(and getting) massive US foreign aid help.
Right now they're getting about $25,5011,000
a year.
But the Ecuadorians want to catch the
tuna themselves, damn the 12-mile limit. So
they attempt to drive off the U. S. tuna
boats, and capture those who won't go away.
And fine them, good.
-Adaciao tylio-11. a protests to Ecuador.
So Ecuador captures more visitors, and
the U. S. protests again.
So this week the Ecuadorians capture a
few more boats, and assess some pretty stiff
fine, too.
So the U.S. tells the Ecuadorians:"Now
look here, this has gone far enough. We herewith impose the following sanctions on you:
(1). In case you might like some of the airplanes we are thinking of giving away to
someone, you can't have any, and (2). In
case you thought we're going to increase
your foreign aid, we're not"
Wow.
We live in an amazing country. On one
hand the U. S. government spends millions
studying (with grave concern) the population explosion and what dire consequences it
vzilLbring; then on the other hand spends
millions trying to make people live longer
by quitting cigarette smoking.
Lo and behold, despite warnings by the
Surgeon-General, despite bans on further
broadcast advertising, cigaret,te sales are on
the increase... all of which proves you can
lead a horse to water, but you can't make
him drink.
I suggest that the most effective way to
curb cigarette smoking is to take ALL of the
taxes off a pack of cigarettes. That would
make it cost about 5c, and it would be so
cheap no one woUld have ankthing further
to do with it. Americans despise buying
things they can afford.
Some of us aging, ex-GI's who have
been reading (with wonderment) about the
relaxing "Country Club' attitude of the
"new" army and trying to fit it in to the
heads-up outfits we have known in the past,
can take heart from the thinking of the new
chairman of the House Armed Services Committee, Rep. Hebert of Louisiana.
Hebert was interviewed last week on
news program.
Asked about recent relaxation of restrictionk on enlisted men in the Army,
Navy and Air Force, Hebert said:
"rm very fearful of this trend . .. The
military is not a democracy. It never was
Intended to be a democracy . , The little
things like the haircuts and beards,and these
sorts of things, are not as important (as some
individuals think) but they are important in
the area of discipline. There's the thing that
(Continued on page 8)
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Gordon Samples, Clinton,
Honored By 4-H Congress
"A highlight of
all highlights". . .that's how Gordon
Samples, 17, of Clinton, summed up the National 4-H Congress in
Chicago, Nov. 29
through Dec. 3.
This was his second year to
attend the congress. He was the
guest of The Sears-Roebuck
Foundation, 4-H leadership
program sponsor. Last year he
won the congress trip with swine
project work.
Samples was selected for his
state honors by the Cooperative
Extension Service which directs
4-H work. The awards program is arranged by the National 4-H Service Committee.
Samples, a nine-year 4-H
member, began
his junior
leadership work by training
others to show swine and to
keep records. He helped to start
barrow and beef heifer shows
in Hickman County. He assisted
three electric project groups
and had full responsibility of
a 4-H TV Science Club.
He has served as president
of Hickman County 4-H Teen
Club and of the area junior 4-H
Council. After representing the
area at 4-H Ambassador training in Lexington and the state
Youthpower Food Conference,
he wrote newspaper features
and discussed 4-H on television_and radio programs.
Samples, son of Mr. and Mrs.

Gordon Samples

R. N. Samples, served as discussion leader at ,he teen leader forums, which were started
after he attended the 1968 Resource Development Conference in Fontana Village, N. C.
He has emceed 4-H achievement and camp banquets, county
style shows and the area youthpower food conference. The high
school senior also served as
Junior camp counselor and tribe
chief.
Samples was elected governor of the Bluegrass Boys State
in 1970. He said,"Good leaders
must have plans for the future.
I plan to continue in politics
and be a leader in my world."

Festival Date Set
For August 19- 21
An enthusiastic meeting of the Board of Directors of the International Banana Festival has
set the date of this year's Ninth Annual Festival
as August 19th through August 21st, 1971.
The change of date from the usual early September staging was made in order not to conflict
with the annual Obion County Fair, the opening
of many schools and colleges in the area, and any
football games scheduled by local and area
schools.
"The Board was unanimous
in its opinion to change the date
to late summer in order to avoid
as many conflicts as possible."
W. P. (Dub) Burnette, Festival
President, told The News on
Wednesday.
For the past several years,
the early September date has
also conflicted with the Miss
America pageant in Atlantic
City, which, last year, prohibited the Festival Princess,

Harlem Team
Is Coming To
Clinton Gym
A "fun" evening of basketball, featuring the New York
versus
Harlem "Satellites"
local faculty and area all-stars
will be on tap Thursday January
28 at the Hickman County High
School at Clinton.
The evening is billed as a
basketball game
combination
into a
and circus combined
full night of entertainment for
the entire family, as "Showboat" Jones and the fun-loving
Satellites mix fancy ball handling, unusual tricks and dancing
with their mastery of the game.
A half-time show will feature
Roy King, clown comic magician
of basketball, bitted as the
world's first feet shooter, doing a trapeze act, roller skating act, bicycle and chair act,
and others.
The game is sponsored by the
Hickman County "H" Club, and
begins at 8:00 p.m. Advance
admission is $1 and $1.50, and
501 higher if tickets are bought
at the door.

Debbie May, from reignirtg over
the activities here. Miss May
was selected as"Miss Indiana"
in the Miss America competition, and was in Atlantic
City on the night the 1970 Festival Princess was selected
here.
The meeting on Tuesday night
similarly made plans for an
early meeting of the new board
of directors of the 1971 Festival, and a meeting, perhaps,
next week, of the Top Banana
Club.
The Festival board is made
up of members of most of the
community's cultural and fraternal groups. Already named
by their clubs to serve on the
1971 board by their respective
clubs are.
Rotary Club, Bruce Wilson;
Womans Club, Mrs. Mildred
Freeman; Business and Professional Woman's Club, Mrs.
Paul Westpheling; Liens Club,
James Butts; Civitan Club, J.
McNatt; Twin City Development, Mrs. Leonard Allen;
Chamber of Commerce, Mrs.
Ward Bushart; Elks Club, Pete
Green; Jaycees, Tommy Perry;
Retail Merchants, Waite Green.
The Board voted
Tuesday
to have representation from the
Illinois Central Service Club.
Organizations that have not
named their representatives
are: American Legion, YMBC,
South Fulton Advisory Committee, and the N.A.A.C.P.
REVENUE
The state's monthly revenue
report released last week showed General Fund tax receipts
of over $228 million over the
first five months of the current
fiscal year, up 11.3 per cent
over the same period last year.

EDA Grants
Available
To Purchase
Robert A. Podesta, Assistant Secretary of Commerce for
Economic Development, today
announced that the eight-county
Purchase Area of western Kentucky has become eligible for
Federal assistance in planning
and carrying out programs for
economic growth.
The counties became eligible
upon designation as a development district by the Economic
Development Administration, a
U. S. Department of Commerce
agency that promotes economic
grewth in lagging areas of the
Nation.
The area officially is knowa
as the Purchase Area Development District. Counties in the
district are Ballard, Calloway,
Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman Marshall and McCracken.
The aim of the district program Is to encourage counties
to pool talents and resources
to solve area-wide problems
and to help create jobs and
boost incomes in lagging areas.
The Public Works and Economic Development Act requires that a district contain
two or more EDA-qualified redevelopment areas. Districts
also may include economically
healthy c°unties.C°unties in the
Purchase Area District that are
qualified for EDA benefits because of high unemployment or
low family incomes are Calloway, Carlisle, Graves and
Marshall.
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South Fulton 1.ines Mansfield
Its Newly - Created 'Safely Director'
Therity of South Fulten, ieekinexpand
its police and fire departments and at the same
time weld them into a streamlined and efficient
organization, announced this week the creation
of the post of "Public Safety Director" for South
Fulton.
Elmer Mansfield has resigned his post as
City Commisioner, and has been named South
Fulton's new Public Safety Director. He will assume the full-time duties of this job on February
1st, and will give up his jab as guard at the LearSiegler plant in Union City.
In accepting Mansfield's resignation as Commissioner, the
City Commission
appointed
James
B. Owens to fill his
term. Owens will serve until
September 1972.

"We have to expand our public safety department," City
Manager Mike Blake told The
News Wednesday. "At present,
we have only three fulltime
policemen, and we need more."

Crutchfield, Water Valley
Boys Held In Union City

A high speed chase involving
four union City police and safety
Patrol cars and an auto driven
by a Kentucky youth ended about
10 p.m. Monday when the Kentucky car overturned on the
Ght&O Railroad tracks at Todd
and Baker.
Fred N. Johnson, 19, of
Route I, Crutchfield, Ky., was
taken to °Mon County General
Hospital with a head injury and
was admitted for treatment and
observation.
the youthful
Police
said
motorist will face nine charges.
lie has three citations for stop
sign violations, one at Home and
Church, another at Home and
Cheatham and the third at Home
Mr. June Davis, Regional Di- and Jackson.
In addition, young Johnson is
Easter
rector of the Kentucky
Seal Society, expressed his ap_ charged with speeding 80 miles
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predation to the Fulton Rotary eehourrein
driving,
violation
a 3lightred 5
Club for their work toward
Main,
anattempt
Home
and
toesthe cause of helping crippled
cacipecarrm custody and two counts
children. Davis spoke at the (en
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regular Tuesday meeting of the
for
Club.
poses of going armed.
Mr. Davis stated that, as in
A companion at youngJohnyears past, the local Rotary son identified as Keith D. HenClub would sponsor the Easter derlon, 20, of Water Valley Ky.,
Seal Campaign in Fulton County also was taken into custody and
and that the Easter Seal So- was being held today for investicietv had chosen Hal Warren !ration.
The incident began shortly beto chair the drive.
It was explained that the com- fore 10 when an employe of the
petition for the charity dollar, E.W. James Supermarket an East
the immensely increased costs Main asked for a police escort
and the excellent increase in to the Reelfoot branch of the Old
services to the handicapped and Third National Bank.
Assistant Police Chief Charmakes it vitally important that
les Pendergrass answered the
each county in the state have
call and followed the employe
a successful fund drive.
east on East Main and then south
for
The Kentucky Society
on Miles.
Crippled Children, the Easter
The car driven by young JohnSeal Society, is a statewide son was parked at the Gulf Sernon-profit voluntary organi- vice Station at Miles and the
zation which provides funds, Fulton highway and turned South
facilities and personnel to help Just in front of the car taking
children and some adults crip- the night deposit to the bank.
"With all the robberies we've
pled by many causes. Therapies, special education, hos- had, I thought it might be hest to
recreation and check the car out." Assistpitalization
ant Chief Pendergrass excamping are a few of the serPhased. "So L asked other ofitvices provided.
eters mad the gaiety Petrol to
ser- cheek it mite
Care and treatment
vices are provided at several
The officer continued onto
locations in Kentucky includ- the branch bank.
Mg Cardinal Hall Convalescent
Meanwhile the Kentucky car
Hospital at Lexington, Hearing had turned east on Reelfoot and
and Speech Center at Louis- then had doubled tack, moving
vine, West Kentucky Center for west on Reelfoot. Young Johnson
Handicapped Children at Pa- was stopped at Reelfoot and
Kentucky Edwards and his identification
Northern
ducah,
Treatment Center at Covington and that of his companion checked.
Carrollton.
and Camp Kysoc at
The officers asked him to
Last year, Easter Seal gifts
made it possible to help more open his trunk and he said he
didn'tt know how." Assistant Chief
than 4,000 Kentuckians accordPendergrass said. "So Patroling to Mr. Davis.
man SonilywH
euftech
eed
nse glote
k
Biehslich, sales
Louis A
open
large truck
representative for Sears, was tire. a
Then we asked her about
welcomed as a new member the tire, he said he didn't know
of the Rotary Club by Joe Davis, how it got in his car."
first president of the local club,
The assistant chief said he
and by Hal Warren, the current got Henderson into a police car
president.
and ordered young Johnson to
will be in follow
Bill Harrison
him to police headcharge of next week's program, quarters.
"We started north on Home
and Paul Hornbeak will act as
but, when I turned west am Jackhost,

Society
Thanks
Rotarians

son, he jumped the stop sign at
Home and Jackson and continued
north at a high rate if speed,
with Officer Ewell Baker
in
pursuit," the assistant chief continued.
The 1957 Plymouth driven by
the Kentucky youth turned west
on Todd. When he tried to turn
hack south on Baker Street, the
car went out of control and flipped over on its top on the railroad tracks. The vehicle was
damaged beyond practical repair.
Also assisting in the chase
and capture were Sgt. James
Rhoades and Patrolman Billy
Stewart, along with Sgt. Charles
Roberts.

Enl Sensing
Leaving His
Clinton Desk

What does pollution mean?
Every person who owns a television, radio, newspaper, or
magazine, observes this nine
letter word everyday,
The word POLLUTION is the
noun form of the word POLLUTE which is of Latin origin
and means to make unclean,
impure, corrupt or to poison.
The definition of this horrid
word would tend to make the

reader think that pollution is
a real crime. My opinion is
that If pollution is not a crime,
It certainly should be!
Despite all the news media
based on pollution, people seem
to be terribly un-informed. Pollution is emphasized on television, radio, and in newspapers
and magazines, but the biggest
problem is that it has not yet
been emphasised
enough to
make people realize what a
problem
polluthan is and to
cause them
to take action
against it. Pollution is a disease that has formed an ever
expanding epidemic
that is
spreading rapidly all over the
world, The only way that this
crucial problem can be solved
is through the Joint effort of
every living person on earth.
Thorp are three basic forms
of pollution in the world today.

These three forms consist of
air pollution, water pollution
and solid pollution. There is
no one of the three that is really
more important than the others.
Actually, they all are interwoven to create a problem
second to none.
Air pollution Is a terrible
problem mainly because it is
practically impossible to purify
contaminated air. Air is p01lifted mainly by machinery; that
is, factories, automobiles, airplanes, and other smog-producing
devices. Of course,
there are other means of air
pollution such as the burning
of garbage dumps and other
crimes committed by the everyday person, but, as previously
expressed, machinery Is the
largest cause of air pollution.
Some steps have been taken
to control the amount of smog

released by machinery
but,
as the situation stands now,
there is much, much, more to
be done.
A prime example
of air
pollution is Los Angeles, California. In Los Angeles air pollution has reached a point to
where the sun cannot be seen
at any time of the day on some
occasions. Doctors have declared that living in Los Angeles
is more hazardous to a person's
health than smoking cigarettes.
There are many cities in the
United States and
in other
countries that have great air
pollution problems, but
Los
Angeles is by far the hardest
hit. Air pollution has nth yet
become a major problem In
our community, but unless
something is done fast to control air pollution, it will be a
big problem In the near future

Blake' indicated that the city
commission,
planning
expansion in this field, liked the
organizational setup that Union
City has, and decided to pattern
one after theirs.
The public Safety Director
will have overall responsibility
for the police and fire departments, with each department
retaining its own Chief as they
are now organized. Police Chief
Cleo McClanahan and
Fire
Chief Kenneth Hutchens, and
their present personnel, will
continue on unchanged.
Under the new setup, however, new men to be employed
by either department will be
trained as "public safety officers," capable of handling
the duties of either department as necessary. "This will
provide us with efficiency, and
strengthen each department,"
Blake pointed out.
Mansfield, a resident
of
South Fulton, has served as a
former chief of police there.

Approval Given
$155,000 Loan
For Local RECC
A $155,000 federal loan has
been approved for the HickmanFulton Counties Rural Electric
Cooperative, Sen. Marlow Cook
announced Tuesday,January 19.
The Rural Electrification AdU. S.
of the
ministration
Department of Agriculture is
making the loan. Funds will be
used to finance eight miles of
distribution line and systems
improvements to serve 220 new
consumers.
The Hickman - FultonCounties RECC serves Fulton, Carlisle, Graves, and Hickman
Counties.
An aide in Sen. Cook's Washington office telephoned
the
news of the loan approval to the
Courier. RECC manager John
West was out of town Tuesday
and could not be reached for
comment.

In an announcement that has
come as a complete surprise
to his co-workers in Western
Kentucky newspaper circles
En l Sensing, long-entrenched
editor of the Hickman County
NEW SCOUT LEADER
Gazette at Clinton, stated in
Frank Woolf, manager of the
last week's issue of that newspaper that he was tendering South Fulton Siegel plant, has
his resignation in February. been named Scoutmaster of
According to the announce- Troop 42, succeeding 0. C.
ment, Enl and his wife, Ann, Walker, who resigned after
will leave the Gazette to return eleven years in this capacity.
to Dickson County, Tennessee,
where he will be editor and
GIVE TO NEEDY
general manager of the DickThe Fulton-Obion Clothes
son Free Press. He is a native
Bank is in dire need of financof Dickson County.
ial aid, due to increased costs
The Free Press, a newspaper
of operations. Please send conin Dickson, was started only
tributions to the Chamber of
last October by a group
of
community
in Commerce, Fulton.
businessmen
competition
with the longDickson County
established
Herald. Both are weekly publications.
Sensing, a former editor of
the Fulton Daily Leader when
it was briefly owned by Harry
Lee Waterfteld (who presently
owns the Gazette at Clinton),
left Fulton in about 1949 for a
6-year stint as director
of
publicity at Murray State University. He has been editor of
the Gazette for the past fifteen
years, going to Clinton from
Murray.
The Sensings have a son,
David, who is a student
at
Murray State University.

TURN IN PETITIONS
Those who are circulating
petitions in regard to Fulton'a
inclusion as an intermediat4
stop in the Raiipax system, are
asked to please turn them in
immediately at the Chamber
of Commerce Office.
ART EXHIBITION
Peggy Scott Hussey, a Tulsa,
Oklahoma artist and former
Fultonian, was one of 39 artists
represented in the fourth annual Tulsa Regional Art Exhibition.

Fullon Given State Grant
For Police Communications
Gov. Louie B. Nunn today, console, monitors, 2 mobile and
January 20, awarded a $4,950 2 portable units.
Mayor Nelson A. Tripp was
grant to Fulton for police communications equipment, radio notified of the award in a letter
base station, remote control from Governor Nunn.
In the letter, the governor
said, "Effective crime prevention and control is a concern of
every citizen
and
a major
responsibility of elected officials. With this grant award,
I trust we have taken a confor us and our neighbors.
Water pollution has become structive step toward fulfilling
a tremendous problem in the that responsibility."
The grant is one of 58-, totalworld today. Much of the earth's
water supply has been poisoned ing $545,617, to state and local
by the rubbish and chemicals of agencies to fund law enforcecareless
people. A prime ment and crime prevention imexample of this type pollution provement programs. Grant
is the dumping of toxic sewage awards include police, court and
into the Harris Fork Creek juvenile delinquency prevention
which runs through the middle projects.
Grant recipients are required
of our clean little city. Also
the Tennessee River, which to match the awards--usually on
a
60 percent federal, 40 performs Kentucky Lake is being
poisoned by mercury, a toxic cent local ratio.
More
than
$100,000 was
chemical produced as a byproduct
15 local
by large
comchemical awarded to
plants which are polluting our munities to
improve police
communications
waterways. Water pollution,
and begin rehowever, is not completely the gionalization of several police
responsibility of our large in- systems.
Twelve
dustry. People who have homes
awards, totaling
or cabins on America's water- $182,728, will go for juvenile
delinquency
ways have a bad habit ofthrowprograms, includ(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

This Essay Won First Place In Fulton County Competition
POLLUTION -ITS EFFECT ON
MY COMMUNITY
By Gary McBride, Fulton
Ed's note:
The following
essay was judged best in Fulton County in the 1970 Conservation essay contest, and has
been advanced to state levels
for judging. Gary, the son of
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. McBride
of Fulton, Is a senior at Fulton Htgh School.
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Now We've Reduced The Starling Population,
Why Not Woo The Purple Martin Instead?
Back during the past two
years, when we were lambasting
the starling problem here, someone began sending us regular
publications about the Purple
Martin, what a fine, useful bird it
was,'and how much better off this
whole area would be if it could interest itself in this bird and cultivate it.
The stories were very interesting to this writer. Since childhood, I have had a hazy knowledge
of the Purple Martin; knew that it
was a good bird to have around
the yard; knew that it nested practically always in "family apartment" type birdhouses that had to
be built by the homeowner, and
because of its communitytype living it was something of a novelty,
but that was all.
There are several pretty goodsized Purple Martin houses around
Fulton, and I am sure that these
remarks mark me as a real greenhorn to those who already know
and cultivate the Purple Martin
.. but at the same time there may
be hundreds more who know even
less about this bird and who wpuld
do well to learn something about
it, hence this account.
The Purple Martin arrives in
ithe Spring, after spending the
winter in Central and South
America. It flies northward all the
way to Canada, and I am sure that
more would just as soon stop in
the Fulton area as not, providing suitable accommodations are
found here.
"Purple Martin flocks are
good ones to have around your
home", says the U. S. Department
of Agriculture. "The Martins,
known for their insatiable appetite
for flying insects, provide an insect-control program as well as
months of free entertainment
due to their cheery chatter and
graceful flight patterns", the accdunt continued.
Martins are known to be mosquito-eaters, among other things.
'Yards and neighborhoods that
contain a sizeable martin population are often nearly-free of this
pesky insect. As a matter of fact a
New Jersey lady commented this
fall that "we didn't even have a
mosquito problem around our
neighborhood this year: we had
purple martins instead. These
birds each consume at least their
weight each day in mosquitoes. In,
the evening we sit on our patio (no
mosquitoes, remember)and watch
these birds soar through the skies
catching mosquitoes. Their song is
a delight to hear. So is their appetite".
The purple martin will not be
Mr everyone; that's the reason we
don't have more of them around
here now. A special house has to
be constructed for it, and in a particular location in the yard. The
house needs certain specifications
In its construction and needs to be
able to be lowered each fall for
cleaning for the following year, so
we understand. But the effort
seems to be worth it for those who
play this little game.
In other words, the purple
martin is really a fine bird to have
around, but it needs a special invitation in ,the form of special
quarters. However, anyone can
build these houses, and out of
scrap probably easily located out
in the garage or barn. I propose to
build a couple myself during these

upcoming wintry weeks before
March 15th arrives.
The U. S. Department of Agriculture said that "A unique Wan
for encouraging the birds to mae
temporary residence in the area
of Fort Smith, Arkansas, last year
brought a response not only from
the 28,000 martins but from increased public interest. A plan developed by a U. S. Department of
Agriculture biologist of the Soil
Conservation Service brought results bf an information program to
encourage the birds to descend on
the area,
"How to build desired Martin
bird house plans were offered—
including specifications for their
prepared design (multiple family
units). Townspeople took to the
idea and produced many bird
houses for them in open spaces
near human habitation. The plan
was successful — the insect-control program worked."
There is a town up in Illinois
called "Griggsville", which advertises itself as "The Purple Martin
Capital of the Nation" and publishes a monthly newspaper called
"The Purple Martin Capital
News." Those who are fond of useful species of birds will find this
publication right interesting and
full of all kinds of stories written
by people who have a story to tell
or a birdhouse picture to submit,
along with a "here's-how-it-worked" account. From my examinations of the several copies someone has sent to the News office
here, I conclude that no one is trying to sell you anything; they're
just happy to share their experiences with anyone else who is interested.
So this is January, and we're
in for weeks of indoor confinement while the snow swirls and
the icy winds howl. What better
project could the handyman
around here have than planning
to develop a colony of useful birds
such as the flying-insect-eating
purple martin for. his yard next
summer?
I suggest that, first-off, you
do two things. The first is to write
fbr a free copy of the Purple Martin Capital News, which involves
tio obligation on your part for anything. Address your request to
"The Griggsville Wild Bird Society, Griggsville, Illinois, 62340."
They say they'd be delighted to
send you a copy.
Secondly, write for information on how to build a purple martin house to Guaranteed Products,
Purple Martin Building, Griggsville, Illinois. This doesn't guarantee you martins, but you can read.
the free information about the
special houses as well about the
bird itself.
We've certainly seen enough
of starlings, blackbirds, cowbirds
and purple grackles around here.
Maybe if, enough of us get interested in the useful purple martin
we can turn our recent bad-bird
experience into something good.
after all.
—PW

Published Every Thursday of The year at 209
Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 4200

Seven Steps To Stagnation
1. We're not ready for that.
2. We've never done it that
way before.
3. We're doing all right without it.
4. We tried that one before.
5. It costs too much.
6. That's not our responsibility.
7. It just won't work.
—Torrington (Wyoming)
Telegram

Vidoel one of Kentucky's "Best AN Around"
Weekly Palm's.
Address all mail (subscriptions, change of ati.
dross. Perms 31179) to Poet Office Box 3W
Felton, Kentucky 42041

It's nice to know what you're
talking about, but it isn't always
good to talk a k
-ything you
know. 7-- L8EN Magazine

A nveryilser of the Kentucky Priti Association
Second class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton
the firer of which was founded in 111/10.

Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year In Fulton,
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Shannon Area Has
Charm for Visitors

One of man's greatest enemies is the illusion that there will
be more time tomorrow than there
is today.-IpL&N Magazine

OUR HEROES
Here's a hand to the boy who has courage
To do what he knows to be fight;
When he falls in the way of temptation,
He has a hard battle to fight.
Who strives against self and his comrades
Will find a most powerful foe.
All honor to him if he conquers.
A cheer for the boy who says "No!"
There's many a battle fought daily
The world knows nothing about;
There's many a brave little soldier
Whose strength puts a legion to rout.
And he who fights sin singlehanded
Is more of a hero, I say,
Than he who leads soldiers to battle
And conquers by arms in the fray.
Be steadfast, my boy, when you're tempted,
To do what you know to be right.
Stand firm by the cols of manhood,
And you will o'ercome in the fight.
"The right," be your battle cry ever
In waging the warfare of life,
And God, who knows who are the heroes,
Will give you the strength for the strife.
Phoebe Cary

BY LUCY DANIEL
The cure In the old days for
whatever tiled you was to bleed.
Many people were bleecled because the old blood was no good.
There were lots of funerals.
Strange as it seems to us today, children were usually
Paul Bears at funerals.
The above was given by an
eighth grade student of American History.
THE AMPHORAE PIRATES,
by Lou Cameron. Leo Martin
was bumming around Europe
with skin-diving gear and a
typewriter when he fell into
trouble. He'd written a piece
on underwater treasures which
had attracted the attention of
quite a few people. Amongthem
was a group of amphorae pirates—criminal skin divers who
plunder ancient wrecks for the
Greek vases (amphorae) which
can be sold for enormous
amounts to innocent tourists.
This book is full of action, suspense and adventure.
838 WAYS TO AMUSE A
CHILD, by June Johnson. This
book is a mine of wonderful
ideas with which your child can
keep himself creatively entertained. Here are easy-to-follow directions for hundreds of
simple and inexpensive things
for boys and girls to make, to
do, and to enjoy by themselves

or with the family. Suggestions
for such crafts and hobbies as:
whittling, weaving, modeling
and sculpturing, home decorating, sewing, cooking, making
toys and gifts,
knot tying,
leatherwork, flower arranging,
etc.
THE ART OF DRYING
PLANTS AND FLOWERS, by
Mabel Squires. Almost anyone
from the experienced flower
arranger to the housewife who
is looking for decorating ideas
will find this practical book
of drying plants a gold-mine.
It tells what plants will dry
well and where to find them.
All plants whether growing wild,
In the garden or in the tropics
are included. A color wheel
of plants shows both the variety
of colors and of plants available.
RED RUNS THE RIVER, by
Lewis B. Patten. Life had been
good to John Sessions in the
three years since he had settled
on his cattle ranch in Brush
Creek, Kansas. Even now, as
he returned from one of his
infrequent trips to town, bethought warmly of his snug house
In the valley and of his wife
and their two sons. But his
happiness was shattered into
disbelief and sorrow when he
reached home and found his
wife brutally murdered, and his
house burned to the ground. But

when he began tracking the
killer he found himself locked
in a deadly contest.
COLONIAL INTERIORS, by
Harold Donaldson Eberlein. In
this volume, the author has
drawn upon the rick field afforded by southeastern Pennsylvania, the Jerseys and Delaware, and has also taken a
few instances from New York,
New Hampshire, and Mar.,land.
Altnn:n_;h not neglecting the
middle-Georgian episode—it
was, in many ways, the Golden
Age
of eighteenth-century
building in the American
Colonies.
CRIMSON RAMBLERS OF
THE WORLD; FAREWELL, by
Jes,samyn West. The variety
contained In this volume is
breathtaking: a tale of sus.pense, a romantic idyll, a touch
of the supernatural, a young
man's pursuit of a lost love,
a joyous nar,ative in the Canadian wilderness, a chilling psychological portrait of sexual
torment--these are the merest
clues to the content.
HAIL TO THE CHIEFS, by
Ruth Montgomery. This Is the
Washington scene, Ruth Montgomery explored for twentyfive years as a widely syndicated columnist first for a
huge and powerful newspaper
and later for an equally influent tal wire service. Theresuit is a White House book that
has fascinating anecdotes and
personalities on every sprightly
page, by a reporter who has
known Presidents, First Ladies
and their families from the Nixons to the Roosevelts.

SHANNON: Here in the
green and fertile midwest portion
of Ireland the traveler finds
modern economic development
projects bringing new jobs and
new housing, but without disruption to the quiet, scenic
beauty of the area.
Thousandsget their impression
ot Ireland front a stop at the
Shannon airport, one of the
busiest in Europe. A stopoter
is far better, with enough time
to see the historic sights and
beautiful scenery of this charming area. A stopover at Shannon
can be arranged without additional plane fare. It's like getting
a bonus, I'm reminded by Terence Houghton of Irish International Airlines, which offers
service to both Shannon and
Dublin — and then on to the
major cities of Europe — from
Boston, New York and Chicago.
The Shannon River flows for
170 miles before it widens into
a 60-mile estuary near here.
During its I70-mile trip it connects several lakes and via the
Grand Canal it links them all
with Dublin. Numerous lakes
and other streams also help
make the region excellent for
boating and fishing, but, there
is much more to do and sec in
this area composed of County
Clare, County Limerick and
County Tipperary.
There are many fine golf
courses and race tracks, for in-

CIVIL WAR RAILROADS, by
George 13, Abdill. The Civil War
like all others, was not all
gunfire and panic. It was supply and transport, trains and
trouble on the line, men In Blue
and Gray fighting against almost unbelievable odds with
lumbering, woodburning engines. This book recounts' and
pictures these dramatic events
and it is needed, to round out
the story of the War Between
the States. It is written and
prepared by a present day engineman who has a profound
respect for history and the part
the railroads played when the
bloody conflict set brother
against brother.
CARS, CARS CARS, by S.
C H. Davis. Seventy years or
so ago motoring was the province of the rich or eccentric
few. Providing the machinery
kept going they enjoyed the
freedom of empty roads, marred only by punctures, speed
traps and dust. Today nearly
eighty years after. Benz built
his first car—from a bicycle

frame—over 20 million cars
are produced annually. This
book presents the colorful development of the family motor
car through the ages--from the
heavy, primitive, noisy and totally unreliable machines of
yesterday, to the present.

Hubby Rides Shotgun
NICE, France—Husbands on
the French Riviera carry their
shotguns on family buying trips
to a new shopping center here.
The center has a backyard
skeet.sbooting range.

The Superintendent of a Western railway
had issued strict instructions ordering station
masters along the line to report accidents immediately. The very next day he received the following telegram:
"Man has fallen from platform in front of
speeding engine. Details later."

MAJOR
& MINOR, TOO
Sy 1105005 N SUMMON
stance. And, using Shannon or
Limerick as a headquarters, the
tourist can spend delightful days
by auto in visiting such attractions as the Cliffs of Moher, the
rugged Burren country and literally hundreds of ruined castles
and abbeys.
Wind up your visit here with
a night at Bunratty Castle or
Knappogue Castle, each with
fine food and entertainment,
and you will start the next lap
of your holiday with warm and
wonderful memories.
• ••
BE WARY: Slick roads are
particularly dangerous when
your tires are bald, says the
Allstate Motor Club. Your car
can hydroplane, too, which
means rising up enough on the
%tater to reduce your grip on
the road. Slow down when the
pas ement is wet!
•••
MAGNIFICENT BOOK:
The most beautiful book of its
kind this writer has seen is
"Mexico". by Hans Annaheim
and Hans Leuenberger. with
more than 100 truly magnificent
color photographs by HenriMaurice Berney. The book is
distributed by Rand McNally
& Company and is of such
quality if will make an outstanding gift and a fine addition to any library, private or
public.
The authors tell both the
geography and the history of
our sister republic to the south.
They describe how the ruins
of thc great civilizations of the
Aztecs and Toltecs exist beside
the remains of 300 years of
Spanish domination, and how
all these elements help make up
a thriving modern state where
native Indian. Spanish and American influences co-exist in a
unique way of life.
Anyone planning to visit
Mexico would gain much from
a reading of this fine publication. My next trip to Mexico
will be much more rewarding as
a result of having read the
handsome volume.
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MY FAVDRITETORY:
Rip Van Wade is s pinglor
20 years and his wife shakes
him. She says, "Rip, Rip! Wake
up! You've been sleeping for
20 years." He says, "Just five
more minutes."

FOG

—Jerry Shane.
• ••
WARNING: Don't

drive in heavy fog, warns the
Allstate Safety Crusade. If an
emergency takes you onto the
highway, drive at a snail's pace,
keep your headlights on low
beam and stay well to the right.

•••
FRANKELY

SPEAKING:

My wife's kid brother moved
in with us. God bless our hippy
home . . . those king sized
candy bars in the theater lobby
stands are appropriately named;
only a king can really afford
them . . . you're too old to look
somewhere over the rainbow
when you have to look through
your bifocals. — Don I. Frankel.

•••
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
Five minutes ticked by,then came,
MINOR NOTES AND
JANUARY 8, 1925
"Supt's. office: Everything okay nobody
QUOTES: "I was about to beMayor W.0. Shankle took over the reins of hurt; engine was going backwards."
come a militant member of the
the city government at the council meeting this
Women's Liberation Front, but
my husband said I couldn'tweek, and the following were appointed to office:
TWENTY-YEARS-AGO
-Joan Rivers
according to
Thomas H. Chapman, Chief of Police; Ed DrysHerb Caen, the Paris and New
JANUARY 12, 1951
dale and Harve Hart, assistants; George T. BeadYork designers came up with
les, city treasurer; Bertes Pigue, treasurer city
Cuba and Lone Oak versus Nortonville and the midi because the mini was
water works; Lee Roberts, Chief Fire depart- Graham is the slate for the sixteenth renewal of started by the working classgals
London and became the first
ment; J. E. Rankin, street and water supervisor; the Purchase-Pennyrile tournament at Murray. of
worldwide style that Paris and
Mr. Baulch, cemetery sexton.
This annual mid-season high school basketball London had nothing to do with
we're pleased that women
show, scheduled for January 18 in the Carr
The buzz of industrial whirl is being heard Health building, pits two outstanding teams from have revolted against the midi,
which was a pretty dreary thing
in Fulton; Coley and Sadler have opened the new the Purchase area against two equally fine
teams ....Wilfred Beaver says he has
Federal laundry at 118 Lake Street, Smith At- from the Pennyrile.
a friend who's convinced life
has him on the 'hold' button...
kins and his West Kentucky Finance Company
• ••
have opened for business; The Farmers Bank is
Reverend L. R. Still, Pastor of the First
planning to build on the lot next to the Franklin Christian Church, has been elected to memberTHE FUNNY PAPERS
Store; the new $75,000 Methodist Church will be ship in the Fulton Rotary Club.
M.B. writes: How many eggs
cans man with no blood pressure
started before the year closes, on the lot now ochave for breakfast?
cupied by the old Lewis tobacco barn; a $70,000
Mr. Ralph Kennedy, Field Agent in Agron— N.Y. Daily News.
sewerage system is to be built; the Fulton-Hick- omy, and John Foster, Field Agent in
This letter was signed by 24
Dairying faulty
members at Herbert
man road will be hard surfaced this year and from the University of Kentucky, will be
at
Junior High School.
many new dwellings here are under construc- County School Superintendent's Building the Spaugh
in — Charlotte(N.C.) Observer.
tion.
Hickman next Tuesday, January 16th for an all More than 400 new faces,
accompanied by some 800 pairs
day meeting beginning at 9:30 a. m. and closing of
feet, will swell enrollment
Squire McDade has returned from Union at 3:30 p. m.
in the York County School
City filled with joy, having been assured that the
System.
new Jeff Davis highway will be run from Fulton
Alvis E.Jones of Fulton represented our city —Newport News(Va.)Prm.
•••
to Union City as originally surveyed. There was at a two day farm service
conference for man- Classified ad: Clean family
a strong fight to have it net through Jordon and agers and personnel of Southern
States
home 5
bedrooms,fully
north to Cayce, Moscow, Clinton and thence to tive Service Agencies in the Paducah Coopers,. carpetedspacious
and draped. Park-like
area.
grounds, underground sprinkMayfield.
lers. Ownership includes memMrs. William Blackstone honored the mem- bership and interest in private
Miss Nell Owen entertained with a beautiful bers of the Thursday night Bridge
... clubhouse, tennis
Club and sev- club
court and crystal clear pool,
Watch party Thursday evening honoring the sen- eral visitors at her home on
Second Street Friday Broke-owner—Santa
Barbara
ior class of Fulton High School. Punch was serv- evening. Visitors attending
were: Mesdames News-Press.
ed throughout the evening by Misses Mildred Steve Wiley, Fred Gibson,
As many as 30 of she planes
Vernon
Graham and Ruth Russell of Grand Junction, les Fields, Ward Johnson, HarVey Owen, Char- dropped up to 900 tons of
Maddox, and Laotian border, on the central
Tenn., a house guest of Mrs. George Roberts.
coastal plans and in Tay Niah
Miss Mary Swann Bushart.
Province bordering Cambodia.
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Needlework,Stitchery Exhibit Of
Mrs. Stokes On Display At UTM
The artistry and craftsmanship of Fulton's Mrs. Virginia
P. Stokes in needlework and
creative stitchery is being exhibited by the Martin Arts
Commission at the Martin Public Library during the month of
January, it was announced today by a spokesman of the
Commission.
fifty-eight pieces of
The
needlework in the exhibition
are categorized as hangings,
samplers, table linens, purses,

aprons, pillows, dresses, blouses, pictures and miscellaneous.
Needlework designs and stitch
es that may be seen are blackwork, Assisi, Spanish, English.
17th Century Acron, Moroccan,
Italian, Japanese Kogan, Peruvian, Chinese, German, Mountmellick, Ayrshire. Turkish. Hal.
bein, Russian needle weaving,
and on and on.
Mrs. Stokes is a graduate of
Parsons School of Design in
New York City. She moved to
Fulton, Kentucky in the summer of 1970 when she retired
as Head of the Interior Decorating Department at The Traphagen School of Fashion in New
York. While in New York she
became interested in historical
needlework and spent many
hours in the textile rooms of
Cooper Union and The Metropolitian Museum studying examples of many types of stitchery and needlework as well as
doing research in several libraries, notably Avery Library
of Columbia University. Mrs.
Stokes was an Associate Member of American Institute of
Decorators, a member of the
Home Fashion League and the
Ncw York Chapter of the British Embrcudery Guild. She conducted classes in stitchery as a
special course at Trapha gen for
both young men and women.
The exhibition is open from
10 a. m. to 5 p. m., Monday
throtigh Saturday.

Miss Hancock Engaged McMorries - Potter Nuptials
To Douglas M. Heaslet Will Be On January 30th
Miss Suzette
Mchlw'ries,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs.
Charles R. W- Morries, 206
Frankte Lane, South Fulton,
is today announcing final plans
for her wedding to William
Jason Potter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. George Potter, Route one,
Wingo, Kentucky.
The wed-ling will be at seven
o'clock in the evening, January
30, in the sanctuary of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
Second Street, Fulton. Chaplain
(Major) Mace T. Jett, Jr., of
Fort Campbell, Kentucky and
the Reverend Gerald L. Stow,
.mirester of the South Fulton
Baptist Church, will officiate.
Suzette has chosen
Mrs.
Jim Medlin of South
Fulton
as her matron of honor. Her
roommate
at Murray State,
Miss Janice Eves, of Frankfort, Kentucky, will serve as
maid of honor. Other bridesmaids will be Janice Morrow
of Fulton, her cousins, Miss
Joyce Stephens of South Fulton and Miss Dais Jett
of

Fort Campbell, Kentucky. Miss
Connie Jett, also of Fort Campbell and cousin of the bride, will
be her Junior bridesmaid.
George Potter will be his
son's best Tad. Ivan Potter,
brother of the groom, and Steve
Zea. Billy's roommads. at Murray State will be the groomsmen.
Charles Lynn Mc Morries, the
bride's only brother, and Terry
Clark of Wingo, Kentucky will
serve as ushers,
Wayne Bizzle, cousin of the
bride, will be the ring bearer.
Mrs. Nelson Tripp will be the
vocalist and
Mrs.
Bobby
Rhodes, the organist.
Miss Jane Clement will preside at the guest register. Suzanne Hagari of Murray State,
Susan Warren, Sylvia Voelpel,
and Carmen Gardner will assist
in serving at the reception.
No formal invitations are
being sent. All relatives and
friends of the couple are invited to
the
wedding
and
reception immediately following in the church hall.

Letter From Washingtop
By
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper

Paul Hume is the greatly re- War I France are there in Milspected music critic for tht haud, Honegger, and Poulenc,
Washington Post. It is good to as well as men whose names
he reminded that the new coin- have led lists in this country
positions of the world's leading for the past generation: Cowell,
composers have been played Schuman, Mennin, Dello Joio.
and recorded in Kentucky.
"It is a truism to remark
Scarcely a day passes that the that values within the Louisclassical music stations all ville recordings are uneven. It
over the nation don't play a re- could never by any other way
cording from the Louisville in a broad survey of the camSymphony. Here is an article positional practices of so sub:
that appeared in the Washing- stantial a period of time. With
ton Post by Paul Hume.
the coming of young Jorge
"The Louisville Orchestra is hlester to the leadership of the
celebrating a 100th these days. Louisville Orchestra, a new
Not an anniveraary. but the step has been taken in its re100th recording made since that cording project. It is vividly
orchestra launched one of the illustrated in the 100th recordmost astounding series of corn- ing on which the four unfamilPenelope Winston, daughter
missionings and recordings in jar songs of Richard Strauss'
of Mr. and Mrs. K. M. Winston
the history of music.
Opus 68 are paired with the
of South Fulton, is one of four
"With the release this month "Lament of Michal," by Phil.
seniors in aeon County to reof
a record described in the lip Rhodes who, at 30, takes
ceive the Good Citizen Award
Schwann catalog si mply over from Blackwood and Adgiven annually by the Daughters
enough as "LOU S-704," a dison as the youngest man on
of the American Revolution to
large segment of the musical the list.
those girls who display qualities
history of the recent past
of leadership, dependability and
"Rita Shane, a remarkable
patriotism.
stands documented for music coloratura soprano, who made
Miss Winston was chosen by
lovers and music students of a fine mark as Queen
of the
her senior class and the memthe present and the future.
Night in the 1969 Santa Fe
bers of the South Fulton High
"Robert Whitney, who direct- "Magic
Flute." sings
the
School faculty.She now becomes
ed the Louisville's fortunes for Strauss, while Phyllis Bryna candidate for the State Good
a quarter of a century, began Julson, well known to WashingCitizen Award.
Impressionist painting was Tuesday nights instead of Mon- the unique series of records at fonians from the Library of
Miss Winston has been named
the subject of the Fulton-South day. The members voted to ac- the time that he announced a Congress, Theater Chamber
an honor student both
her
Fulton Art Guild meeting Mon- cept her suggestion.
policy of playing a brand new Players, and Oratorio Society,
junior and senior years. She is
Mrs. Green reminded
the composition on each of the is amazing in
day night, January 18, in the
the Rhodes. But
a member of the basketball
Fulton Public Library base- members that two series of orchestra's
programs.
For it is the combination of a reteam, 4-H Club, Girl Scouts,
art workshops begin on Tues- years thereafter,
ment. Ten
members
as foundation cognized
were
master
such
as
annual staff, Future
Homeday, January 19, and Thurs- funds
present.
bulwarked the expensive Strauss with a newcomer like
PRESERVE
makers of America and Disday, January 21. The fee for but
Mrs. Hendon Wright
invaluable project, new Rhodes that is a nee!' move in
was
A feasibility study now untributive Education Club, servattending each series is $10.
music by the world's leading the Louisville series. Recordprogram leader. She presening as an officer in the latter derway in the Department of
They are open to both Guild
ted a history of impressionist
composers began to be played ings to be released before
two.
Natural Resources will assess
long,
members and the general puband then recorded in Louisville, following this
illustrated
her
and
art
Penelope is a member of the the recreational and historical
pattern, will
lic.
with color
discussion
"Today
16
albums,
each
holdbring
Smith Street Church of Christ potential of 33 East and Cenus
the
first records of
Richard Jackson, professor
slides of paintings by such arMISS JOSEPHiNE HANCOCK
Mg six records, plus four in the Joachim Violin Concerto
and an employee of the Ful- tral Kentucky counties, and
tists as Renoir, Manet, Degas, of art at Murray State Univer- the newest album,
ton Bank. She has been
attest to the and similar neglected works of
a may lead to designation of the
sity, is conducting
a workPlans for a weddingthis spring celved her B.A. and MA.degrees Cezanne, and Monet.
leader for the Children's story area as a National Recreation are being made by Miss Josephine
shop In basic art every Tues- incredible range of musical the 19th century,
The Art Guild
from Murray state University.
was meethour.
"On that famous June 14
Hancock and
Douglas Miller At present she is teaching in ing for the first time in the day night for 16 weeks. Don thought, the vitality, the changPreserve.
ing patterns that characterize several years ago when the
Heaslet., She is the daughter of the Union City Public School basement
room which was given Carmichael, professor of art
Mrs. Beulah Cheniae Hancock or system and completing courses
the
music
of
the
last
at
two
White
Union
deHouse invited this counUniversity,
will
to the Guild by its sponsor,
Fulton and the late Avery Lee toward a specialist
a watercolor class cades. From John Addison to tty's artists to gather for a daydegree in the Fulton Woman's Club, Guild conduct
Hancock, and the bridegroom- education from Murray
State Vol. members voted to thank the every Thursday night for ten Whitney himself the composers long festival of the arts, there
elect Is the son of Mr. and iirs. versify.
range
f rom
conservative was no question about which
Woman's Club for its gener- weeks.
William Robert Heaslet of Union
The bride-elect is the grandClasses in each workshop figures such as Ross Lee Fin- American orchestra deserved
City.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Josbegin
at
7
p.m.
ney,
Carlisle
and
end
at
Floyd
and Roy to play. It was the Louisville
°siM
tYr.s. James Green, presimiss Hancock graduated from eph William Chenille
anti of Mr.
Harris to such avant guarde Orchestra which has signally
dent, proposed that future bus- 10 p.m.
Fulton City High school and re- and
Mrs. Samuel Ernest Hanmen as Luigi Dallapiccola, contributed to the advancement
on
., ,,, viegiSIS. meetings be held
t
' cock,en of Fulton.
Roger Sessions and Lukas Foss. 'and the perpetuation of vital
'
The proapeetive brieegrOoar
"In point of time, Felix Bb- new and unfamiliar music.
graduated.'frOm!'AritillitS'CotiredWi'
rowski, born in 1872, may be The issuance of the 100th reMated High School in San Juan, Jimette
the oldest composer in the Lou- cording from Louisville dePuerto Rico and attended the Unist Semester
isville series. Robert Dennis serves special applaiise."
veristy of Tennessee at Martin
and Mississippi state University.
and Easley Blackwood, each 37,
He is employed with the Departlook to be the youngest. The
ment of Quality Control at
series is international in scope,
Seven students with an all_ Goodyear lire and Rubber Comtaking
in Italy's Nono, GerDentis McDaniel, administrA average led the Fulton High PanY•
Saturday evening, January 16, ator of the
many's Blacher, Japan's MayClinton
and
Hickman
Heaslet
Mr.
grandson
Is
the
of
School honor roll for the first
Jimette Gilbert, daughter of County Hospital,
submitted his uzumi, -Norway's Egge and
semester, according to the Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stanley Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Gilbert,
A group of laymen from the
resignation this week to become representatives of at least a
Burgress of Fulton and of the
standings released today
by
was
crowned
1971
the
South
dozen other countries.
South Fulton Baptist Church
Late Mr. and Mrs. Elmer White
effective January 31.
the school. They include Gigi
Fulton
High
School
Basketball
left
Monday, January 18, to at"There
are notable and noble
Heaslet of Clinton.
The governing board of the
Brock, Ann Mahan, Janet WilQueen at ceremonies held at hospital then
named William B. works available on this list that tend the Tennessee Baptist State
liamson, Mark Welch, David
the half time of the Red Dev- Little, who
Conference in
has been serving do not appear on any other re- Evangelistic
Thompson, Bob Engel and Tomils-Trimble basketball game. as assistant
administrator, to cordings. Indeed, most of the Nashville.
my Taylor.
The lovely Miss Gilbert, a replace McDaniel
Those attending are: Ruson the effect- Louisville works have not been
The balance of the semester
The News 'takes pleasure in forward for the Devilette team, ive date of his
Craig,
Gary
Isbell,
In this age of credit cards light? One reason may be a
regisnation. recorded elsewhere. One of the sel!
honor roll is as follows:
wishing "Happy Birthday" to was escorted by Pat Hendrix.
Lester
Patrick,
Billy Wiltrod installment plans, paying shade that is too shallow. If
finest
McDaniel
for
of all American works,
many years was
9th
GRADE.
Karen
Cash,
The attractive members of her superintendent
liams, Aubrey Clifton, Kenthe following friends:
for goods and services with you don't trust your own sense Debra Farmer,
"The
of
the
Idyll
public
of
Theocritus," by
Judy Johnson,
Miss Paula schools in Hickman
January 21: Mayme Jones, court included
Charles Gore,
cash is a way that's often of balance, a good guide to Patty Jolley, Jan Pulley,Stevie
countytand Roger Sessions is there, sung neth Speed,
Kenneth Hutchins, Jimmy SteMrs. Dorothy Douglas; Jan- Hutchins, daughter of Mr. and he agreed to come out of re- by Audrey Nossaman.
ignored. Paying cash seams to use is the height of a lamp- Bransford,
Jeff Campbell,
There is ele, Harold Hopkins,
Mrs. William Hutchins, first tirement
beJames
22:
uary
Adams,
Alma
Pat
luster,
its
of
some
have lost
temporarily to serve Virgil Thoma's Flute
shade should equal two-thirds James
Ragsdale,
Thomas
Concerto, Legate, Cleo
maid, escorted
by Tommy
Peeples, Jim
cause so many people talk the height of the base.
Sanders, Max Thompson, Mark Brock, Rubye Gamblin, J. T. Greer, Lisa Watts, daughter as administrator of the hos- Daniel Pinkham's "Signs of the Hicks,
W. M. Stow, Sammy
pital.
Brundige; January 23: Johnnie
— Mrs. Mildred Potts, La Welch.
about the advantage of credit.
Zodiac," and George Rochof Mr. and Mrs. Harry Watts,
Haddad, Robert Wall, Bob WinThe new administrator Is a berg's Night
You often Pie, leas when you Center, 'Ky. 42056 Phone: 66510th GRADE: Gig' Brock, McGuire; January 24: Danny second maid, escorted by Paul
Music.
stead
and
Reverend Gerald
recent
graduate of Murray State
by cash. Credit is a special 5671.
"There is music for tape re- Stow.
Cathy Clifton, Denise Homra, Faulkner, Marvin Laird; De- Phelps, Pam Hurt, daughter of
service that must be paid for.
Eve Nelson, Donna Sensing, cember 25: Jane Mary Pawlu- of Mrs. Sue Hurt, third maid, University.
cording and orchestra by the
He and his wife the former,
And sometimes it doesn't come
For time saving neatness. Pat Gossum, Earl McManus, kiewicz;
ATTENDS SEMINAR
indefatigable
escorted by Greg Rose, Leigh Sheri Hurd, daughter
Luening-Ussaof Mr.and cheysIty
January 26: 0. L. Bowden,
cheaply.
steam away wrinkles in a Bobby Mahan, Gary Sons, David
team, and the signifiJeffrey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Hurd
Helen Allen, local Artex Hobof Clinton, cant
Mrs. Reuben Kimbell, Mary Jo Mrs. Harvey Jeffreys,
— Maxine Griffin, Federal woolen dress or skirt by hang- Thompson, Robin Whitesell.
music Robert Kurka wrote by Products instructor, attendfourth
11th GRADE: Alice Caldwell, Westpheling; January 27: Joy maid, escorted by Robert Bur- make their home in Clinton. for "The Good
Bldg. Clinton, Ky. 42051
ing it in the bathroom while
Soldier Sch- ed the seminar in Jackson,
Robert row, and Vangie Walker also
Phone: 653-2231
you lather up under a hot show- Anita Cash,Cindy Craven, Mary Jobe; January 27:
weik" before cancer killed
him. Tenn., last week.
BETTY CROCKER AWARD
Jane
Pawlulnewicz,
Linda Burrow, Donald Stokes; Jan- fourth maid, escorted by Phillip
er.
Ray Luke, whose piano conSOCIETY
Miss Jackie Hollie, daughter certo won last
You can buy a hand knitted
— Mrs. Dean Roper, Court- Stokes, Sandra Thompson, Bob uary 29: Jane Betty; January Wiley.
year's
Queen
Dr. liambleton Tapp has
look by the yard to sew a knit house, Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Engel, Mike Hatfield, Michael 30: Clyde M. Fields, J. B. Lee;
The flower girl was little of Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Rollie, Elizabeth Competition in
Brusbeen
selected as assistant diMorgan, Greg Scates.
January 31: Charles Fields, Miss Diana Puckett and Ronnie was awarded the "Betty Crock- sels, was on
outfit. The sweater knits are Phone: 247-2334.
Louisville's list rector of the Kentucky Histori12th GRADE: Ginger Ed- Nancy Jones, Prella Clayton Johnson served as the crown er" a-ward recently at
surprisingly easy to sew on.
South before the big prize came
cal
long.
Society
and editor of its
wards,
Ann
Mahan,
Mary Cloys. Earl Mitchell.
Fulton High School,
bearer.
Here are some points to help
PROP UP THOSE DROOPY
The great figures of post
-world publication.
Louella Puckett,
with this project, Choose simple DRAPES WITH STARCH— Campbell,
RETURN
HOME
Judy Westpheling, Janet Wildesigns with few details. Do Home Economists
for the liamson,
Me and Mrs. W. L. Carter
Kathy Wheeler, Danny
not let fabric stretch as you starch, manufacturers, who are
Glasgow, Bob Nanney,
Mike have returned to Fulton after a
lay out pattern. These fabrics familiar with the problem of
Tate, Tommy Taylor.
two
month vacation in various
vary in the amount of stretch, droopy draperies, have solved
points in Florida.
so experiment with scraps be- it. They say that a can of spray
fore stitching the garment. starch and a little know-how
Stretch the seam gently is you can make washable draw drapsew. To keep interfaced edges eries look as good as new - esfrom rolling, apply interfacing pecially
those
with
pleats
directly to facing instead of to which never seem to regain
Dear Ann Landers: The CorDear Ann Landers Several and three sons--one in the
the garment. Stitch and then their fresh, crisp appearance
Denise Coleman, daughter of her studies the last three years weeks ago you used Rose Ken- uniform of his country and two because I had deprived him of respondent who signed herself
his natural father. I realized
zigzag the seam edges. Use after Laundering.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Coleman In pharmacy at the University nedy as an example of great who
"Natalie"
is a lucky lady. She
were
murdered
by he had succeeded in
driving a described her children's granny
machine worked buttonholes,
Wash your drapes according of Route one, South Fulton, and of Tennessee in Memphis.
She courage. You expressed admir- assassins? And how many 80 wedge between me
and
my
husinterfacing the buttonhole area. to instructions given for the Dale Walker, son of Mr. and was a memter of the
as a no bra, platinum blond
Devilette ation for "this woman of in- year-old women do you know band and in the
end, we would swinger
Finish hem edge with stretch fabric they're made of. Take Mrs. W. J. Walker, 100 Cir- basketball team her freshman domitable spirit who refuses to who have the magnificent
who wears 20 pounds
carlace hem tape, then put in a from the dryer while they are cle Drive of South Fulton, have and sophomore years, is ail be defeated." I 'd like you to riage, the dignity and the in- all be losers.
of costume jew‘lry and spends
I decided to let my husband
tailored hem using the catch 'still 'damp dry", press lightly been named by the students of honor student and an active know there are thousands of wo- defatigable
her
In beauty salons. My
time
energy of Rose
stitch. Use the handy sipper If needed, and hang them. South Fulton High School to member of the First United men in this country who have Kennedy? In case you have the discipline the boy and 1 vowed children have a granny and a
to
stand
behind
him
--right
or
adhesive and an invisible zip- Then, close them and check to represent their school in the Methodist Church.
gramps who have been drunk
had plenty of tragedy in their idea that I am speaking up for wrong.
Sometimes
I go into for 30 years. This pair
per. Back pockets and other see that they are hanging 1970-71 edition of "Who's Who
of
Denise lathe assistant editor lives but who didn't have a a friend you are wrong. I have
the bathroom and Just stay there
details with nylon net or tulle. evenly and smothly. Now you Among American High School of the 1971 year book and was the hundred million bucks to help never met Mrs. Kennedy.
ruined every holito keep from interfering. The kooks has
• • • ••
South Fulton winner in the Obion sweeten THEIR sorrow. Money
as far back as I can re— Catherine C. 'Thompson, are ready to use your spray students."
day
results have been remarkable.
The purpose of this edition County Farm Bureau essay con- can go a long way to calm
member.
Dear Ann LandersHickman, Ky. 42050 Phone: starch. Begin with the pleats,
With The boy and his stepdad now
get
One day will you please de236-2351.
epidemic
working across the top of the is to recognize on a national test, finishing third in the county the nerves and heal a broken divorce
In
this along famously, My
son
is
no
students
level
those
who
have
vote a column to alcoholism
competition. She was a semi- heart.
country,
millions of step- longer
drapes from one end to the
testing limits to see how
It burns me up the way rich mothers and stepfathers are far he
Casseroles containing cheese other. Pinch and spray each distinguished themselves as finalist is the Miss South Fulcan go. I am no longer disguised as "social drinkshould be baked at low to one. Gentle pressure between high achievers throughout their ton beauty revue, a member of people always get praised for facing problems virtually un- being used as a battering
ram ing"?--Marion, Ohio
moderate temperatures. To your thumb and tot-stinger high school years. In order to FHA and 4-H In her freshman handling adversity. Whoever heard of 25 years ago. I have and a refuge.
nominated
for this high year and a present member of said money talks knew what read so many letters in your
Dear Marion: I have and I
keep toppings with cheese from should be enough to give each be
This
last
year has been my
he was talking about.-'No Ken- column recently dealing with
toughening or hardening, cover pleat a fresh, crisp finish. Now honor, a student must be selec- the Beta and Pep clubs.
happiest. The boy is happier, will do so again. Alcoholism
ted by his school for leaderDale
nedy
this
Worshipper
dilemma
Walker
is
editor
sports
that
I
would
like too. My husband feels
the cheese with crumbs or add spray the rest of the drape
like a has wrecked more marriages,
ship in areas of academics, of the Scarlet Flash, a member
to tell you how I solved mine.
cheese just a few minutes be- smoothing and apply pressure
father and the head ofthe house. careers and healthy bodies than
citizenship or athletics, Beth of the annual staff, basketball
Dear
I
was
one
If
you
N,:
of
believe
money
those
protective
casserole
comes out of the wherever folds or drape edges
It was not an easy lesson to any single element known to
fore
of these candidates are very team manager and a member can sweeten sorrow you have mothers who took my son's
ove4.-Shred or dice cheese so are less firm than you like. well qualified.
learn. My only regret is that I
of the Beta Club. Prior to I great deal to learn about side every time he had a disthat It-will melt more quickly. Finish -the job by spraying
Mts. Coleman is the vice- moving to South Fulton he was life. The rich mother who loses agreement with his stepdad. didn't learn it sooner.--Tothe
Do you feel Ill at ease...out
gether At Last
— Patricia Curtainger Court- pleats again; no need to pinch president of the Student Counan Explorer Scout at Baylor I child does not suffer less be- Our home was a battle zone.
of it? Is everybody having. a
house,
Benton, Ky. 42025 them-this time. Step back and cil and is presently employed
Hospital in Dallas, a member cause she has money. Heart- Finally I took a good look at
good
time but you? Write ear
Dear Together: A letter from
Phone: 52741801.
admire your work. Your wash- at the Fulton Theater
as a of the marching and concert ache is no respector of bank the situation and I saw a boy
Ann Landers' booklet, "The
someone who has solved a proable draw drapes look like new cashier. She plans to enter band, a member
growing up with no respect for
of the track accounts.
Key To Popularity," enclosing
blem is far more meaningful
Ever wondered what made a again. — Barletta Wrather, 209 pre-pharmacy at the Univer- team and science
How many mothers, rich OR authority. I also saw a clever
club. He was
than advice from Ann Landers. with your request 361 is coin
lamp look unbalanced' Or why Maple Street, Murray,
Ky. sity of Tennessee at Martin also fourth place winner In a poor do you know who have kid who was getting what he Thank you
and
a long, self-addressed,
for writing.
a lamp did not give the beet 42071 Phone: 753-1452,
this summer, and will continue school typing contest.
lost a daughter in a plane crash wanted by playing on my guilt
‘
stamped envelope.
• is • ••

Miss Winston
Receives Good
Citizen Award

Art Guild Workshops Here Are
Covering Basic Art, Watercolor

COFt El: CUP CHATTER

Nine Lead
1
Roll At FHS

•
Little Named
Gilbert
Crowned Queen Administrator
AtSouth Fulton At Clinton

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Denise Coleman, Dee Walker
Named"Who's Who"From SFHS
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— Your Problems Bring Answers —
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Attend Conference
In Nashville Now
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By Ralph Graves
WITH
U. S. COMBAT AIR
FORCES, VIETNAM—Harry M.
Lydick, of Route It, Fulton, Ky.,
has been promoted to technical REAPPORTIONMENT of Kentucky's 100 House and

sergeant in the U. S. Air Forces. 38 Senate seats is in the making now that official
Sergeant Lydick, son of Mar- census figures are available from the U.S. Departgret L. Lydick, is a data sysment of Commerce. The four-county House district
tems supervisor at Tan Son
Shut AB, Vietnam. He pre- which includes Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman and Fulviously served at Langley AFB, ton counties has a total 1970 population of 30,077-a drop of 1825 people in ten years.
Va.
The sergeant attended Hyattsville (Md.) High School. His
wile, Mildred, is the daughter
of T. A Russell, Route 2, Fulton.

OUR DISTRICT comes up 2,116 people short of
the "ideal" average size district of 32,193 people
if all 100 House districts were exactly the same.
A U.S. Supreme Court ruling has declared that
every person Is entitled to exactly the same representation
in state government--thereby causing
George T. Lynn, son of Mrs.
Betty Lynn, 1015 W. Second a dilemma because no combination of counties
could achieve such exactness.
St., Fulton, Ky., has
been

commissioned a second lieutenant in the U. S. Air Force A FEDERAL JUDGE recently ruled at Lexington
upon graduation from Officer that Kentucky's Constitution is in conflict with the
Training School (OTS) at Lack- U.S. Constitution when the state document calls

land AFB, Tex.
for House districts that do not include parts of
Lieutenant Lynn, selected for counties.
Some observers believe the LegislaOTS through competitive examture will "cross" county lines to equalize the
ination, is being assigned to
districts (both House and Senate).
Columbus

AFB, Miss.,
for
pilot training.
The lieutenant, a 1965 graduate of Fulton City High School,
received his B. S. degree in
business administration in 1970

WHAT THIS MEANS is that our district, which
now contains four counties, might be given one or
two precincts from McCracken or Graves to bring
the total population up to the desired 32,193. What
from Murray State University. a shame that would be. Not for any one of the four
He Is a member of Sigma counties, but rather for the 2000 people plucked
Alpha Epsilon,
out of the fifth county. One can imagine how they
might feel about it all.
KENTUCKY WINS r
Outshooting the Tennessee
team by a score of 1813 points ONE THING IS CERTAIN about reapportionment.
to 1717, Kentucky Corps of The urban areas of Louisville and Lexington have
Long Riflemen shooters re- grown while the rural areas have declined in popuThe state's two largest cities
gained possession of the Daniel lation generally.
Boone Rifle in competition at are now after more representation, and they are
'PLAZA TOWER--Finance Commissioner Albert Christen,lett, and Al Hubbard, the 23rd annual Dzniel Boone likely to get it. Here in Western Kentucky, we
are in better shape than are the mountain counat Barbonville.
Christen's assistant, have been named to prepare the 28-story Capital Plaza tower Festival
The long-rifle marches be- ties.
The population loss there has been tre° for occupancy by some 1500 state employes. Workers are now preparing to roof tween Kentucky and Tennessee mendous--and the cities got It. Kentucky's eastern
the tower, and the state may begin moving into the new facility as early as Decem- teams began in 1948. Kentucky counties will lose at least six members in the House
has won all except the 1969 of Representatives.
.
ber of this year. (Jim Toole Photo)
shoot.
SCUTTLEBUTT HAS IT that Gov. Nunn will wait
Number One In A Sedge—
until late February to call a planned special session
of the General Session. He figured, some say,
to have more control over what is done if he waits
until it is closer to the filing deadline for primary
(This Is the first of a series number of ways by provisions of their income after June 30th generally
premissable for election in May. Nunn is a wise and astute poliof articles prepared by The of the 1969 Tax Reform Act will have to pay additional tax charitable contributions was tician, but he will not be able to "control" a LegisKentucky Society of Certified that took effect during the past on the income from which no raised from 30% of adjusted lature that finds Democrats outnumbering RepubliPublic Accountants offering, year. There are pluses and surtax was withheld.
gross income to 50%. But lim- cans 72-28 in the House of Representatives. Anyas a public service, advice on minuses for all taxpayers. A
On the other hand, if one's itations were imposed on the one who thinks so is not thinking straight.
great benefit to many was the
filing 1970

'Revised Tax Laws Are Noted By Accounianb
Federal income tax

expiration of withholding
of
the surtax on wages last June
30th.
CHANGES IN TAX LAWS
That cutoff does not mean
APPLY TO 1970 INCOMES
Taxpayers preparing their that the surtax applies only
Federal income tax returns for to income received during the
1970 will be affected in
a first half of the year. The surtax is levied at the rate of
2 1/2% against all income
earned in 1970, so individuals
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
who may have earned the bulk

returns.)

• Chestnut Glade

income remained fairly steady
all year and was derived mainly from wages, the 5% withheld during the first six months
of the year will cover most or
all of the surtax due.
In 1970 iniutimum deduction

• ROUTE THREE
Mn. Alines Williams

deduction of contributions of
certain appreciated property.
A work of art, for example, (Ed's noes: The above column woo reprinted from Iasi Metes
donated to a museum for its CARLISLE COUNTY WOWS at Bardwell as an observation of
own use is deductible in full.
However, if the art work is general interest in this area, inasmuch as Mr. Graves, wise le

contributed to the Community editor of THE CARIA511.11 COUNTY NEWS, te Ow-State RepreChest orthe Girl Scouts and they sentative from this four-county area),
plan to resell it, only 50% of
the appreciation can be deducted.
In recent years of high interest rates some taxpayers
delayed payment of income
taxes owed on the grounds that
the 6% interest charged against
late payments offered a relatively
inexpensive way to
borrow money. Now, however,
in addition to the 6% interest,
a penality of 1/2% of the unpaid
balance per month makes late
payment no bargain.
Tax laws affecting moving expenses, capital gains, Subc hapter-S-corporations and income tax averaging have all
been changed by the 1969 Tax
Reform Act. These will be the
subjects of subsequent articles.

Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell
This Monday morning we are
have
returned home
after
reminded that winter weather
spending two enjoyable weeks
By Mrs. Carey Frietde
Is really here withthe covering
with their daughter and family,
of snow and more predicted.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Pryor in
One should not complain as the
The Rev. Bob Copeland filled Scearcy, Arkansas.
weather has been very good so
Word was received here of
his appointment at New Salem
far all of this winter.
Baptist Church the past Sunday the death of Emerson Hendrix
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell
at 11 a.m., and also the evening of Paducah, last Tuesday. Mr.
have returned from a two weeks
service. The attendance at Sun- Hendrix had been in poor health
visit to the Neal Pryer family day
He was a
school at 10 a.m, was good for a long time.
in Searcy, Arkansas.
and Increased over the past brother-in-law to Mrs. Lottie
Mrs. Nell Pewitt from MemHendrix.
Sunday.
phis spent the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Hester Bennett
Sp/4 Leslie B. Lassiter arher parents, Mr. and
Mrs. rived in Ft. Lewis,
Seattle, had colds for the past week and
Dewey Nelson.
not
been feeling very well.
Wash., the past Thursday night
Mr. and Mrs. Durell Terrell,
Mrs. Ruth Vaughn underwent
from over seas tour of duty,
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige,
in Da Nang, Vietnam, ending surgery at the Union City hosMr. and Mrs. Wiley Simsand,
his duty In service. He has pital last week but is doing
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
served three years and will as well as could be expected.
enjoyed a birthday supper with
We do wish a speedy recovery
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Barber, be discharged. He is the son for Ruth.
of Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter
Saturday night. The occasion
Everett Williams underwent
and will soon be home here.
The following were patients
was Mrs. Barber's birthday.
Get-well wishes are sent to surgery last Tuesday, for his
In Fulton Hospitals the week of
Mrs. Harvey
Vaughan at- James Austin of Atlanta, Ga.,
left eye at the Veterans HosJanuary 20:
tended the quarterly meeting of
who had recent surgery, and pital in Memphis and the Docthe Weakley County Nursing
to his mother, Mrs. Harrison tor says he is doing fine and
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Home Auxiliary in Dresden,
Austin, who has a broken limb, thinks he can come home Monlast Thursday.
Norma Castleman, Paducah;
sustained m a fall at the home day. Thanks to everyone who
Students of several schools
Dukedom; Alliof her son, James. She too, sent cards and remembered Tanna Alford,
In the county are enjoying a
Campbell,
had major surgery in Atlanta us in any way during his stay son Nall, Laverne
vacation today due to concludCharlene
Clinton;
Myers,
Hazel
a few weeks ago, and was re- there. We love you all for it.
ing the mid-term examinations.
Mrs. Effie Croft and Mrs. Sanders, Mayfield; Catherine
covering nicely, now to be hoSSeveral friends and relatives
Aline Williams drove to Mem- Doughty, Paula Price, Richard
of Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Teague pitalized again. We hope both
Catherine Powell,
will soon be restored to former phis, Friday and speht the night Bridges,
whose home Is in Independence,
Estelle Ramsey,
with Mrs. Eagle Davis who had Hickman;
health.
Missouri had letters from them
I wish to correct an error just returned home from a visit Gary Robertson, Joanne Pruitt,
last week reporting that they
with
South Fulton;
Parks,
her
daughter
Zora
in
In last week's write-up which
Fla. Essie
were enjoying the flinty degree
stated that the funeral of Mr. Is still going around. She is Charlie Stewart, Water Valley;
weather in San Benite, Texas
Lomax, Evelynn
Ed McClain Was held at Old not to well but Just never gives Raymond
where they are spending the
Easley, Silvadeen Pewitt, ABethel
Missionary
Baptist up.
winter.
Mrs.
Lottie
Hendrix
Church. it was held at Jackson
was delie Ferguson, Mike Sisson,
Funeral Home in Dukedom. My In Paducah a few days this Mac Ryan, James Simpson,
mistake, and I beg your pardon, week and attended the funeral Shirley Kidd, Mary Elizabeth
of Emerson Hendrix.
please.
King, Beatrice Hays, Fulton.
I will go to Memphis Sunday
Rev.
and
Mrs. Dallas
and
visit
with
Mr.
and
Hemphill of Union City, Tenn.
Mrs.
FtILTON HOSPITAL
Selma Martin IL Union City were Sunday afternoon visitors Clarence Vickery Sunday and
Glenda McClure, Audie
of Mr. and Mrs. Grover True. bring Everett home Monday,
Wingo; Het,. L. E. McDOUBLE FEATURE
Their visit here is
always if he is dismissed from the Coy. Paducah; Sam Bugg. Ray
hospital.
welcomed.
STARTS JAN. 72 and Rune
Stanfield,
Clinton; Burnie
I read this in the little church
Mr. Dave Mathis remains
Thru. MON. JANUARY 26
Barnes, Ruby Linder, Arlie
about the same, and has been paper that was sent us from The
Morris, Laverne Morgan, VirSTARTS AT 7:00
able to take more nourishment, er that was sent us from The
ginia Campbell, Jim Lafoon,
while Mrs. Mathis's report is Seven Springs Baptist Church,
Dorian Gray
not so well. Children continue of Marion, Ky., where Marvin Carolyn Minton, Randa Laird,
Hall is the preacher. Thought Water Valley; Ruby Giffin,
to attend their bedsides.
— AND
Richard Lassiter is visiting maybe you readers would en- Union City; Mrs. Judy Jones
with his grandparents, Mr. and joy it. It reads - - - What and baby. Andrew Johnson, H.
Mrs. Buton Lassiter, and Kind of a Church Member Are B. Hubbard, Hickman; Nettie
CLOSED
a-waiting the arrival of his ,Xote, Maybe people did di- Jones, Pat Archer, John Reeks,
Tues.. Wed. - Thurs.
dad, Leslie B. Lassiter who scend from lower animals be- J. H. Hale, Karen Hickman,
expects to arrive this week. cause some church members Marie Ingram, Jewell Greer,
seem to be stubbern as mules Annie McMurray, South Ful-
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Black Veil For Lisa

Greenfield Monument Works
— In Olinrellee II Teen —

Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
W, D. Pewees
•

Greenfield
Phone 21S-2103

Pullen
Phone 01-10131

J, B. NAME; SONS
Greer/UK Tem
(

about church work. Shy as a
fox in business deals, busy as
bees in the latest gossip, but
have eyes like a hawk to see
the mote In the brothers eye.
They are eager as beavers about
barbecue but lazy as dogs about
prayer meetings, and mean as
snakes when things don't go
their way. They are noisy as
crows in calling for the church
to advance but slow as snails
in visiting. Many are night owls
on Saturday nights, and bedbugs
on Sunday mornings and scarce
as hen's teeth on Sunday nightc

Trailblazers Home From
"Scrambles" At The Lake

There were fifteen Trail- finished this week's race in
blazers at the Blood River Hare good condition. Butch WorkScrambles on Sunday, Jan, 17.
After last week's mud run at
Linton, Ky., there was quite a
bit of talk, among the riders,
about watching everyone else
ride this one. But when race

P-4 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, Jan. 21, 1971
Mugu, Frees

74 Pie44oft4r
Along with numerous other as a result of his interest in
things once well-known every- these forms of entertainment. I
where, such as logrollings, have been delighted within the
house-raisings, husking-bees, last few years to find that
and quilt ing-parties,have several of the mountain schools,
passed the singing-games, or with a desire to keep good things
as they are often called,"play- found in our state, have reparty games." Only rarely now, vived these giunes and ham
in some secluded section of the made them a part, along with
hills or mountains, or some ballad -singing, of their regular
other place still unaggected by school activities.
Unlike ballads, singing games
sophistication, can one find
this type of are not interested in telling•
remnants of
folklore. And even more rare- story. Not infrequently the
ly still can a stranger, es- words are mere directions,
pecially If he is from the city, versifed. Many of the singingget a glimpse of these plays games imply a sisv-Ing group
as they were actually given by and a dancing group. However,
some of the most effective ones
old and young.
Believing that young people have plenty of breath. The words
would appreciate the old sing- have a marked rhythm, which
ing-games given under proper is usually based on four or
direction and beyond the range eight counts. Normally aserios
of their previous bad name, of evolutions is given three
some years ago I revived many times, after which another-la
of them and directed them on introduced, and soon.The step!
our college campus during the are very simple, usually a trZk
summer terms. The response or skip, with very marked rhyfrom the young people was in thm. The rhythm is further inevery way fine; many have help- tensified by hand-clapping by
ed reintroduce games from the players or those standing
their own neighborhoods, with in a ring awaiting their turn to
.11 the local touches that make dance. Sometimes there are two
anything of the folk pleasing. I of three types of rhythm in
began
with
about a dozen a single game one when the
couples, to whom I tauild-The partner is being chosen or the
steps, they in turn became as- whole group are tnarchinesa
sistant directors of the games, skipping, the other when the
In which dozens and even hun- individual couples are perdreds often participated in a forming their steps.
single late afternoon. Those who
Though the Virginia Reel is
took part in these time-honor- a singing-game in some parts
ed games went into their own of the state, in most places it
neighborhoods and reintroduced is a sort of cross between the
them. One of my students con- square dance and the singingducted a play-and-game period game, with a prompter to call
in his home town for five years "figgers."
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CERTIFIED SEED
Farmers always demandrood
quality seed, and a good indication that good seed will be
IT'S A NO-NO
available in Obice County for
Every
now and
then, a 1971 is the Tennessee Crop
magazine tells about fall ap- Improvement Association. A
plications of nitrogen fertilizer directory just released by the
for next year's
corn crop. Association reveals that 3882
If you read close, you will find acres of soybeans were certhis to be in such places as tified for seed production in
Iowa or Minnesota, where the °Mon County during 1910.
grounds remains frozen almost
Mr. Bill Fowler of the Woodall winter.
land Mills area is one farmer
NOT TENNESSEE -- where that is completely sold on alleaching and erosion occurs ways planting the very highest
during the winter months--so, quality
seed that can
be
don't apply nitrogen in the fall obtained. Mr. Fowler is Presifor
next year's corn crop. dent of the Tennessee Crop
WAIT TILL NEXT
SPRING, Improvement Association which
AT LEAST.
is the organization that officially certifies Tennessee Crop
"FIVE O'CLOCK
Seeds. A large percentagerofi
BURNING LAW"
the members of tho Tennriat
Tennessee has a law on the Crop Improvement ASSOC 11*,
books concerning certain types are located in Northwest Tenof outdoor fires. It has an nessee. Bill Fowler always
official title, but it is com- strives to produce quality seed
monly referred to as "the five and he has on his farm one of
o'clock burning law."
the most complete
farmer
The law was passed by the owned seed cleaning plants that
General Assembly several we have ever observed.
months ago, but for all practical
The purpose of seed certipurposes, it is in effect only be- Mahon is to maintain
and
tween October 15 and May 15. make available to the public
The Keep Tennessee Green As- source of high quality seeds
sociation, a state-wide forestry and propagating materials Of
organization, sponsored
the superior varieties so grown sad
law.
distributed as to insure genetic
The whole purpose of the Identity. Only those varieties
"five o'clock" burning law is that have been tested are recto reduce the number of outdoor ommended by the University of
fires at times when they are Tennessee as being adapted are
most likely to get out of con- eligible for Tennessee certrol. About half of the woods tification.
fires in Tennessee -- someNew recommended varieties
thing like two thousand every developed by plant breeders
year -- are started for the must be increased so that Tenpurpose of burning trash or nessee Farmers can use them'
debris, or to burn off fence In their farming programs.
rows and old fields.
Other recommended varieties
The new law does not pro- that have been in use for sevhibit these fires. It does try eral years must also be kepi'
to discourage them during the genetically pure from year to
day when they are most likely year. Certification is• planned
to get out of control. During method of maintaining seed with
the effective time of the law high varietal rarity and good
from October 15 to May 15 -- seeding value.
you can burn between five o'-
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OBION COUNTY

man managed to bring home a
third place trophy in the 125cc
class.
Tony Grubbs was the only
Trailblazer in the 175cc ClaSS.
Tony's Yamaha quit after four
day rolled around, Just about laps and he was unable to finish
everybody had their bikes ready the race.
to hit the trail again.
In the 250cc class, Ronny
The Blood River course, near Young and Bob Miller were the
Murray, was an exceptionally only riders from the Fulton
good one Sunday. It consisted club entering the competition.
of approximately four miles of Ronny Young's foot pegs all got
woods riding with some mud, loose. He said that It really
steep hills, and just a small got tiresome trying to ride
amount of gravel road. The with no place to put your feet,
riders made six laps of this so Ronny had to drop out. Bob
trail.
Miller's Husky was runningfine
Those attending from the Ful- and he was in a real good poton Trailblazers Club were; sition, when he smacked atree.
Rhea Graves, Dump Gattis, Bob went on to finish in sixth
Hilda Gattis, Tommy and position in spite of motor
Phyllis Taylor, Buddy and Betty trouble.
Mosley, Eddie Malray, Ted
Phyllis Taylor and Hilda GraHall, Butch Workman, Bob tis had the weather situation
and Brenda Miller, and Tony well in hand Sunday. They walk- clock in the afternoon and
midGrubbs.
ed around the entire course and night without a permit. But for
COTTON
There were six riders from they didn't get cold at all. They fires started between midnight
It used to take to bales
the Fulton Club entering the had their own charcoal heater and five p.m. you will
of
cotton
to
make a woman's
need a
competition in the 125cc class. with them.
permit from the Tennessee Di- dress. Now a silk worm can do
Tommy Taylor, who Was making
Dump Gattis took his 350cc vision of Forestry.
it on his day off.
his first attempt at racing did Honda, but he decided to take
A number of Forestry Disome fine riding on his Yamaha movies for the club instead of vision personnel are
authorized
and finished in eighth position, racing.
to issue burning permits. All
which was not bad for his first
All of the Trailblazers had you have to do is to call the
time out.
a real good day in spite of all local office of the Division.
Eddie Malray, who just the break downs. Everybody conditions are such that If
an

1 U.S. Cars Don't
Need State Tags

couldn't keep his Yamaha off is looking forward to next Sunthe ground last Sunday, made day's race which will be a
three great practice laps and moto-cross at Aurora, Ky.,
was raring to go when he sponsored by the Jonathan
discovered that he had a fled Creek Moto-Crossers Motortire. Since he didn't have a cycle Club.
spare, he didn't get to run.
Buddy Mosley was running in
good position for about three Work Time Lost
laps when his motor lost its .
compression, and he was un- To Strikes Grows
WASHINGTON — Strike idleable to finish.
Bob Bowles, riding a 120cc neill accounted for -3 Per cent
Suzuki, always enjoys the race of estimated total U.S. working
no matter what the circum- time in the first nine months of
stances. He got a real good MO,compared with .23
per cent
start off the line, went a half hours from 31.5
million.
of a lap, and his clutch mesthe same
ported.
the
1969reports. Timq
sod up. When Bob adjusted it,
Department
Labor
he turned the adjustment
st
screw ionrow
to 41.5 mow mow
the wrong way, and eliminated
himself form the competition.,
ton; Carrie Platt,Isola Kibbler, He and Rhea Graves spent the
Stanley Readies. Ruth Terry, rest of the day watching everyElizabeth Bowlln. Thad Snow, body else ride.
Lois Harrison, Carolyn Rice,
Butch Workman and Ted Hall
Charles McCoy, Harry Jones, got off to a bad start. They
Patricia Hall, J. W. Coleman, were the last two motors to the _
Carolyn Cooley, Gus Farmer, starting line, and they were
,
positioned right In the edge of ono us for - Resell Fulcher, Fulton.
the lake In about four Inches of
mud, while everybody else was Your Insurance Needs
CLINTON CLUB
taking off, they were sitting
The Clinton Woman'a Club there
spinning.
will meet Friday afternoon,
Ted Hall had some bad luck
January ra, at 2 o'clock in the last Sunday
when another
Kentucky Utilities building on motorcycle slid down
Fulton 472-1341
a hill
South Jefferson Street.
hitting him and his Yamaha. He

:Complete Roof
Planned Protection'

RICE AGENCY

Jose

FRANKFORT. Ky. outdoor fire may be S- afely The
attorney genera?. dike
started, a permit will be has issued an opinion
that v.
issued.
hides owned by the Ward
You can help protect your
timber crops, and those of your government can't be reqtdrell PO
neighbors by complying with bear Kentucky vehicle insp.
the five o'clock burning law. tine stickers.
If you have to burn, wall un- Asst. Atty. Gen. William
til after five p.m., when the ley gave the opinions Tuesday In
wind dies and the humidity response to a question by U.&
rises. If it is impossible to Atty. Eugene Slier Jr. ed Lew
wait that late, check with the Ington
Division of Forestry Office Riley said the
cost and rs.
to get your permit, and to make quirement
for obtaining such a
sure conditions are safe for sticker
"would appear to be a
burning. The telephone number
of the Union City Fire Tower direct interference with the
power
of
the federal governis 885-1817. You can
call
the fire tower and they will ment to operate its vehicles In
bring a burning permit to you. the furtherance of federal boil
new" *

FIILT011 CREDIT BUREAU
Under New Itualemenf

List your "Lost Money" accounts with us for
Collection. Patronize and utilize your local
Credit Bureau.

" Buford and IBIldred Hannan
207 Conunerclal Ave.
-Fulton,Zy.
Phone 4724720
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DEATHS
Joseph Woolen

Word of God is Alive"
"The
Mrs. Eunice Latham was
the well chosen theme of

Joseph Wooten, 84, a retired
Mrs. Eunice Marie Latham,
employee of the Packard Motor wile of Thomas Latham, and
Company in Detroit, Michigan, former South Fulton resident,
died at 7:15 a.m.Saturday,Jan- died Saturday night, January
uary 18, at the Fulton Hospital. 17, in East St. Louis, Ili., after
He had been a resident of Ful- a long illness.
ton tor the past fourteen years
Besides her husband, she
and resided at 311 Thedford leaves five children. She was
Street.
a sister-in-law of Billy Latham
Born April 11th, 1886 in Hick- of South Fulton and Mt s. Era
man County, Kentucky, he was Del ali.a ,)1 Fulton.
the son of the late Elzle and
Funeral services and interSarah Jane Mules Wooten. He- ment will be Wednesday, Janwes a -member of the Mt. Zion utvy 20, ii Ears: St. Louis.
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. His wife, Cecil Wooten,
proceeded him in death November 15, 1968.
Survivors include two sons,
Eston M. Daws, 81, former
Reverend J. R. Wooten
of Fulton resident died at 9.00
Madison,
Tenn., and Jack a.m. Sunday, January 17, at
Wooten of Warren, Mich.; two the Baptist Hospital in Meindaughters, Mrs. Blondell Hol- phis, He was a city mail carland, Fulton; Mrs. Sarah Dock- rier in Fulton many years ago.
ery of Corunna, Mich.; a sisBorn in Fulton County, Kenter, Mrs. Claudio Jobe, Water tucky, he was the son ofthe late
Valley and two brothers, Jesse George W. and Mollie Dews.
Wooten,
Wingo, and Jonah
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Wooten, Paducah. Fourteen Goldie Daws, of Memphis, a
grandchildren and thirty great- son, Leon Dews of Jonesboro,
grandchildren also survive.
Arkansas, and three grandServices were held at 2:00 children.
p.m. Monday, January 18, at
Services were held at one
the Hornbeak Funeral Home o'clock Tuesday, January 18,
Chapel with Reverend James at the Hornbeak Funeral Home
Lawson and Reverend W. W. Chapel with Reverend Charles
Kitterman officiating. Inter- Jobe officiating. Interment, with
ment was in the Mt.ZionCeme- Masonic graveside rites by
tery.
Roberts Lodge No. 172 F
Pallbearers were Bill Fen- AM, will be in Fairview cemewick, Bill House,Gerald Greer, tery.
David Holland, Billy Holland,
Masons will serve as pallDon Parker, Jim Wooten and bearers.
Joe Holland.

Estes M. Haws

Rainer Jewell,Sr. sr'
Ramer B. Jewell, Sr., 74,
a most prominent Clinton resident, died at 11:30 p.m. Tuesday, January 12, at his home.
Mr. Jewell has owned and
operated the Jewell Brothers
Grocery with his brother for
approximately fifty years. He
has also served as president
of the Clinton Bank and was a
member of the American Legion. He served for many years
on the board of trustees of the
Clinton Methodist Church. He
also has served as director of
the Clinton Development Foundation.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mary W Jewell; one
son, Ramer B. Jewell, Jr.,
Clinton, a brother, Richard
Jewell, Senecaville, Ohio; five
sisters, Mrs. Herman Lewis,
Trumann; Mrs. Leo Johnson,
Teratir,4-„TV4.1, Mrs', W W
PX,R01i4tgluff, MA., and
L. A. Birk, Clinton, and
two grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
at 11:00 a.m. Friday, January
15, at the Hopkins and Brown
Funeral Home with Reverend
John Deal officiating. Burial
was in the Clinton Cemetery.

JP

fected by the struggle and we
are impelled to consider the
aspect the Bible presents of
those who have proven to be
world conquerors in the past
and how we can imitate them."
both champions drawing mil- lie then cited Jesus as one who
lions of materialistic fans. In repelled attacks, designed to
one corner, with fists clenched - conquer him, by getting him to
in red shorts, stands the cham- become involved with the world
pion of the East, sponsored politically, but Jesus followed
by Soviet Russia. It advocates the right course according to
Marxist communism as the pan- Sala, and he quoted John 17:16
acea for mankind's political, in support. -You can conquer
economic and social ills. This the world too," Saia concluded,
bearlike contender burns with 'but know that this will make
the desire for world control." demands of you in the way of
'In the other corner, brac- faithfulness to God's Word, the
ed for any eventuality, stands Bible.'' "This is the decade
the West, sponsored by the more of destiny" he said, ''and, as
liberal, democratic powers of Christian Witnesses ofJehovah,
the world . ,.This champion we can be conquerors of the
of the West has committed him- world as Jesus was."
Following the public lecture
self to keeping communist
ideology from its' hemisphere. were two short discourses ta3,
the
Circuit and District Repreopponent,
the
West
Like its'
has made it clear that it will sentatives of the Society, Mc.
not hesitate to lash out nuclear Crist and Mr. Sala.
Mr. Crist in his discourse
punches in retaliation, if necstressed the value of the Bible
essary.
"Personally, world conquest in our day. "From its' first
can mean life or death for us," book, Genesis, through its' fihe declared. "We are all af- nal book, The Revelation, it is

Watchtower Society Seminar
Attracts 1,210 From This Area
the program enjoyed by 1210
Jehovah's Witnesses who were
In attendance at the 3 day seminar at the Senior High School,
Hendersonville, Tennessee.
The assembly was sponsored
by the Watchtower Bible and
Tract Society of New York.
The highlight of the seminar
was the public Bible lecture on
Sunday, at 2:00 p.m., "WHO
WILL CONQUER THE WORLD
IN THE 1970'S?"
Illustrating the struggle between East and West and the
efforts to dominate economically and culturall, Joseph Saia,
the speaker and District Supervisor, contrasted the fight
to the prize ring arena. "The
contenders in the struggle are
billed internationally as the
East and the West." he said,
"The conflict is a world of
controversial ideologies with

filled with pronouncements of
future events," he said. "And
by showing where we are in
relationship to the fulfillment
of God's purposes and the wise
course for us to take, provides
guidance that each one of us
needs." Mr. Crist stated that
the Bible answers questions that
otherwise could not be answered
concerning the origin of the Universe and our Planet Earth,
and why mankind is plagued
with difficulties, disease and
death. It also outlines what God
has done to bring relief to the
human family and what we must
do to avail ourselves of that
provision. "However," Crist
is
concluded, "if a person
to be well-pleasing to God, he
must
must be wholehearted, he
be' a loyal advocate of the Word
of God."
The concluding discourse by
Mr. Saia followed the theme
"Heavenly Support of Kingdom
Preaching." After recounting the many instances of
angelic intervention and participation in the activities of
God's servants in Ancient
times, Sala said, "Matthew

P-5 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, Jan. 21, 19,71
tor. Mr. Johnson continues tit
improve.
has come
Randall Brown
home from the hospital in
phis and very glad surgery wa,s
not necessary for his back injury.
Leslie Westmoreland spent a
few days last week in Fulton':
Hospital but returned to hill':
home on Saturday.
Mrs. Nina Foy of Greenville,
Kr., is visiting with her niece,
and other
• GOOD SPRINGS Mrs. RoyandPuckett
friends.
relatives
Mrs. Hillman Weelbeedt
Mrs. Lewis Cole continueii
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Wood- to improve at her home.
ruff were in Clinton Friday,----A belated Christmas dinner •
visiting-with her aunt Mrs. J. was enjoyed Saturday....at tls
R. David and Mr. David who are home of Mr. and Mrs. Garrett
in the nursing home there. They Batley by the following, Mr;
also visited with Mr. George and Mrs. Bill Shelton, Valerie
Cunningham who is in the same and Rub of Memphis, Mr. and
home and found him feeling as Mrs. Ferran Riggs qf Dresded
and Rachel and Andy Mathis
well as usual.
Mrs. Chap Johnson was in of Farmington.
Dukedom Homemakers will
Paducah Friday, for a check up
on hey hip whin was broken meet Wednesday, Janua-y 27 at
the
home of Mrs. Hillman West-last summer. She is doing well
and was dismissed by her doc- brook. You are invited.

chapter 24, verse 31 indicates
that Jehovah's Witnesses, in
their international activities,
can rely on the support that
comes from above." He gave
a number of instances indicating such help. "but", Sala
concluded, "a support heavily
relied upon by them is the
readily available Word of God,
the Bible."

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

Clarence Dublin
Clarence E Dublin
63, a
resident of Clinton, Route 4,
and an employee of the Marine
Station at Hickman, died suddenly of a heart attack lafe
Tuesday afternoon, January 13,
while on duty at the service
station.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Etta Mcline Dublin, three
daughters, Mrs. Bertha Lee
Coates, Arlington, Mrs.Shirley
Marie Jones, Route two, Arlington, Miti. MaiiLee Inley:Route
4, Union City, and one son,
Thomas Dublin of Clinton.
A sister, Mrs. Elizabeth
Burpo of Bardwell and eleven
grandchildren also survive.
Services were held at 2:00
p.m. Thursday, January 14, at
Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Home Chapel, with Reverend
Tommy Grubbs officiating. Interment was in the New Chapel
Cemetery.

Mrs. Rosa Lee Hicks

Mrs. Rosa Lee Hicks, resident of 200 College Street,South
Fulton, for over 40 years, died
at 3-25 a.m. Tuesday, January
19 at the Obion County Hospital
in Union City. She was 75.
Born January 18, 1896, in
Greenwood, Miss., she was the
daughter of the late Louis and
Mrs. Annie Marie Guthrie, Mary Radliff Hicks.
52, widow of Horace Edward
She attended St. Francis CoGuthrie and employe of Ferry- unty Schools in Arkansas and
Morse until 1970, died at 2 was president of the Stewardess
p.m. Monday, January 18, at Board No. 2 at Bells Chapel
°Mon County General Hospital, CME Church. She was also a
Union City, following an exten- member of the Community Serded illness.
vice Club and was very active
Born in Graves County, Ken- in church work.
tucky, March 22, 1918, she was
Survivors include a son,
the daughter of G. A. and Ora Bircha L. Hicks of Nashville
Reeser Haygood. She was a and a brother, Johnnie Hicks
member of Smith Street Church of Martin.
of Christ.
Other survivors are a daughSurvivors include her par- ter-in-law, Mrs. Ella Hicks,
ents, Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Hay- Nashville, and the following
good, Fulton, Route 5, a daugh- adopted daughters and sons,
ter, Margaret Ward; two sis- Mrs. Bertha Mitchell, Mrs.
ters, Mrs. Hester Jones, Route Relma Woods, Mrs. Mary Big5, Fulton, Mrs. W. H. Harrison, ham, Mrs. Pearlie Mae Partee
South Fulton; three brothers, of Chicago, Mrs. Louise JohnTom and James Haygood, Ful- son of Union City, Charles Herton, Route 5, and Richard Hay- bert, Jr., A. D. and Earl Johngood, Martin.
son. Three sisters-in-law,
A brother, George Haygood Mrs. Maggie Hicks, Centralia,
preceded her in death.
Mrs. Lela Hicks, Fulton, Mrs.
Services were held Wednes- Frankie Hicks, Chicago and nuday, January 20, at 2:00 p.m. merous nieces and nephews.
at the Hornbeak Funeral Home
Services have been tenetChapel, with Brother Oliver tively set for Saturday, January
Cunningham officiating. Inter- 23, at 1 p.m. with Rev. L. C.
ment was in Oak Grove Ceme- Chism officiating.
tery.
Vanderford Funeral Home
Pallbearers were Cecil Mc- has charge of arrangements.
Daniel, Frank Welch, Lou Hutchins, Ned Waldrop, Tommy
Rickman and Willard Outland.

Mrs. Annie Guthrie

John D.Jackson

WALNUT GROVE METHODIST CHURCH

(Photo by Gardner's)

The Walnut Grove Methodist Church meets with only one thing
in mind and that is to worship the Lord our God.

EVANGELISTIC - "Go into the highways and the hedges and
compel all to come in." We would like to give each one a special

FRIENDLY - We try to make each one feel welcome and let
them know that we have a God that is very much ALIVE.
CONCERNED - We are concerned about each soul and want
everyone to have the opportunity to know about God and His love.
SMALL - But we try hard to carry the Cross that our Lord
has called upon us to carry. That is, to speak the Word to all men.
4,

invitation to come out and worship with us.
Walnut Grove - Sunday School every Sunday at 100 a. m.
Church services 2nd and 4th Sundays at 11 a. in.
Dukedom - Sunday School every Sunday at 10 a. m.
Walnut Grove - Sunday School every Sunday at 10 a. m.

RSV. Wm. A. WALLING

Mrs. Edwards Is
Now In Memphis

John Douglas(Dude)Jac kson,
Mrs. S. H. Edwards of 415
83, a retired farmer of Route
Pearl Street in Fulton, fracone, Crutchfield, and a life- tuned
two toes recently in a
long resident of Crutchfield,
fall at her home. She was addied Wednesday morning, Janmated to the Fulton Hospital,
WY 13, about 6:15 at the Ful- but is now
in Memphis under
too Hospital.
the
care of her son and daughBorn in Hickman County,
Kentucky, March 25, 1907, he t -in-law.
Cards may be sent to Mrs.
was the son of the late WIIliam Marshall and Luna Cope- Edwards at 948 Chatwood
Street,
Memphis, in care of
land Jackson.
Survivors include four daugh- Tommy Edwards.
ters, mre.Barbara Sue Goforth,
Detroit; Mrs. Donna Margaret
PARKS
Papenhagen, Lavonia, Michi- Shirley W. Palmer-Ball has
gan; Mrs. Ann Lambert, Pa- been named assistant commisMrs. Nancy sioner of Parks by Gov. Louie
and
discah,
Pritchard of Mayfield.
B. Nunn following his transfer
A sister, Mrs. Floyd Con- as head of the Alcoholic Beverner, of Crutchfield, and six age Control Commission, Quinn,
grandchildren also survive.
F. Pearl Sr.. Lebanon, will sucOne brother and one sister ceed Palmer-Ball as ABC bead.
preceded him in death.
Services were held at 2:00
DIRBY
p.m. Friday. January 15, at
the Hornbeak Funeral Home The state Racing Commission
Chapel with Reverend Wayne said it will appeal a court deOwen and Reverend Ray Jack- cMn awarding first place
▪
of LaCenter officiating. money in the 1968 Kentucky
12terment was In the Pleasant Derby to Dancer's Image.
ew Memorial Gardens.

This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms . The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

M & B Gulf Station

Liberty Super Market

Tires, Batteries, Accessories
472-9068
Kentucky Ave. at Reed

South Fulton, Tennessee

Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.

The Citizen's Bank

"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.
236-2655

Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 C•rr Street
Fulton, Ky.
472-1412

E. W. James and Sons
Hickman

SUPERMARKETS
South Fulton
Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

472-1471

Turner's Pure Milk Co.

Henry I. Siegel Company. Ins,

At the Store-or at your door
Fulton, Ky.
4724311

Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentuckv
11:15 Main Street

Compliments of

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MC69492
Clinton, Ky.

l

#'

472-1362

•••••

653-2771

—
ref:.

State Federation Announces
Covington Convention Program
At 10.00 a.m. Tuesday, January 26, Mrs. Evans will call
to order the opening session of
the Conference. Mrs. Kermit
Olson, Williamstown, Govern.:
of the Fifth District, will we
come the visitors to norther
Kentucky.
Mrs. Mullins will chair
"Communications" by Standing
and Special Committee State
Chairmen. Mrs. Oscar C. Sowards, Pikeville, will speak
briefly "Communicating GEWC
Concern". Mrs. Sowards, immediate past State President,
is Consumer' Affairs Division
Chairman on the General Federation Board.
At 11.00 a.m., Kentucky clubwomen will "Zero In On Safety" as Mrs. Waller Ferguson,
Lexington, KFWC Safety Chairman, moderates a safety panel.
Participating will be Lt. Ernest
H. Mewls, Commander, Bureau
of Safety Education
Kentucky State Police, Frankfort, Kentucky - The Honorable
Bruce Ferguson, Judge of
Boone County, Union, Kentucky This Essay - - Mr. Charles E. Boyd, Auto(Continued from page 1)
motive Safety Advisor, Ashland
Mg their garbage into the Oil Company, Ashland, Kenprecious water. Fishermen and tucky.
boat enthusiasts are also reThere will be a Luncheon
sednsible for dumping trash into at 12:30 at which time pianist
OUT rivers, lakes and streams. Andrew Hughes, Ft. MitchellFulton has just completed a Beechwood High School - 1st
project consisting of a new Place winner of the 1970 KFWC
sewage oxidation lagoon which Music Contest, will perform.
greatly purifies the water beThe luncheon speaker will be
fore releasing it into Harris Mrs. Charles 0. Middlekauf,
Fork Creek and thus into the Hyattsville, Maryland,
Safety
outside world. Also, the large Division Chairman, General
factories at Calvert City, Ken- Federation of Women's
Clubs.
tucky, which have been releas- Mrs. Middlekauf has held
many
ing mercury into the Tennessee offices on the local and national
River, have become engaged in levels and is currently serving
a purification process which as Consultant to the
Women's
greatly reduces the output of Division, Baltimore,
Maryland UNIVERSITY CONTINUES GROWTH--Gov. Louie B. Nunn is greeted by Bowling
mercury pollution. The people Safety Council.
Green Mayor R.D. Graham at the annual dinner of the Bowling Green-Warren
of our city can be proud that
On Tuesday afternoon there
we are doing our part against will be a meeting of Junior County Chamber of Commerce. The governor said Western Kentucky University's
water pollution by means of our Clubwomen with Mrs.
Thomas
new sewage purification plant N. McCoy, Catlettsburg, KFWC budget for the past four years is larger than the budget for the entire previous
and of the fact that other parts 4th Vice-President ana Di- twelve years. (Karen Tam Photo)
of West Kentucky, especially rector of Junior Clubs presidat Calvert City, are also help- ing. Also, a Kentucky Club
in this important Woman Magazine staff meeting
ing out
measure.
with Mrs. William Baldwin,
Solid pollution is perhaps Lexington, Editor, presiding.
the type pollution most negA Dinner will be heki at
lected by the everyday citizen. 6:30 p.m. Tuesday evening
at
The everyday citizen, however, which time the Honorable
The Veterans Administration
by Laurence H. Hursh, M.D.
usually engages in solid pol- Claude Hensley, Mayor of Covannounced that 41,876 Kentucky
Consultant,
National
Dairy
Council
lution to a greater extent than ington, Kentucky, will
veterans holding World ,War I
extend
he has in water or air pol- greetings to the clubwomen.
and World War II insurance
lution. Every time a person lit- "The Sons of Dixie"
policies will receive $2,764,000
Barber
ters the countryside or the city Shop Chorus, Covington,
in dividends this year.
KenISOLATED EATING
street with a beverage can or tucky, will provide musical enJ. G. Ratliff, Director of the
a food wrapper, he is greatly tertainment.
"Isolated eating" is the expres- days. And meals together are an Louisville VA Regional Office.
contributing to the solid polsion
for a trend in America that important part of the family said these dividends are part of
A special guest Tuesday
lution of our earth.
evening will be Brigadier Gen- is increasing by leaps and bounds. fabric.
a record $275 million in annual
It means members of the family
A bad example of solid eral
But we need not get too upset
Elizabeth P. HoIsington
pollution was set by the City who will speak on "The Role each having breakfast on their if traditional patterns of family dividends Administrator of Vetof Fulton several years ago of Women In The Army". Gen- own — perhaps grabbing what- eating are only partly modified. erans Affairs Donald E. Johnwhen all garbage collected in eral Hoisington is the first ever is available. Or father pick- Kids can do home work and also son approved for distribution in
OUT city was dumped in one tre- Women's Army Corps Officer ing up a sweet roll and coffee in enjoy some evening recreation if 1971.
a paper cup as he boards the their dinner hour is not deterThe higher dividends, Ratliff
mendous pile right beside our to achieve the rank
of Brig- commuter train.
mined by the delayed arrival of noted, were made possible becity park. Our solid pollution adier General. She
It can include kids frequenting working members of the family. cause
has served
of increased interest
has reached a point where ro- In
the European Theater of vending machines at school for a Perhaps mother and father could earnings
of the World War I
dents and odors were becoming Operations and the
Far East snack instead of breakfast at even carry on a private converUnited
States
a big problem, besides the un- Command in
Government Life
Tokyo,Japan.Gen- home. It can mean mother hav- sation if they ate dinner together
Insurance
slightly mess. In the past few eral Hoisington
ing
(USGLI) and the
breakfast
by
herself
after later on some nights.
has been everyone
else is off for the day.
years, the City of Fulton took awarded
World
War
The
II
important
National Service
thing
is
that
all
six different service
Evening Meals, Too
action against our solid polmembers of the family eat sensi- Life Insurance (NSLI) trust
ribbons as well as the Legion
But
most
of
all
I
sense
that
bly
and
get
the
nourishment
lution problem andcameupwith of
they funds.
Merit, The Bronze Star even family evening meals in- need — the specific nutrients
the best idea conceivable. Their Medal, the Army
Ratliff noted that, nationally,
Commendation creasingly are being foregone. they need, not just any old caloridea was to fill eroded valleys Medal
dividends totaling $255 million
and the French Croix Children may eat after school in- ies.
and ravines in the Fulton area de
averaging
about $64 apiece
Guerre with Silver Star. A stead of later. Mother's evening
Teach Your Family
with the garbage collected in reception
And it goes without saying that will go to about 4,000,000 vetwill be held honoring dinner may be dictated by the
the city and to cover this solid
General Hoisington, imme- timing of something on television. the more members of your family erans with NSLI policies.
pollution with several feet of diately
The 163,400 veterans with
following the evening Father often eats downtown, or eat, so to speak, on'the fly, the
soil. This is called the land program.
much later when he finally gets more they had better know about
fill operation. This action has
how to eat.
At 8:00 a.m. Wednesday, the home.
So much is awhirl these days.
proven to be quite successful in Club
Everyone needs foods chosen
Presidents' Council Only on weekends, and somefrom a wide variety of those
many ways. First, it sanitarily Breakfast
will be held with times not even then. do some available. This is the basis
of the
removes the solid pollution Mrs. Roy L.
Wiehe, Jefferson- families sit down together for a four food group plan — that
from the midst of the people. town,
KFWC 1st Vice-Presi- meal and, hopefully, for enjoy- everyday we need servings from
Second, it is a great contribution dent-Director of
Club Presi- able family conversation.
the meat group, the milk group,
to soil conservation in which dents and Mrs. Bruce
Should we fight "isolated eat- fruits and vegetables, and breads
N. Catthe erosion of profitable land lett, Louisville, Chairman
ing?"
and cereals. All meals, all snacks
of
Is curbed. The people of Ful- the
I think every family should should come from these groups
Council, presiding. A Club
ton have proven to the rest of President
from each of the nine make sure it is kept to the mini- with added fats, oils and sweets
mum that necessity demands. The for the flavor and satisfaction
the world that when the proper State Districts will
present a family, I think, is
action is taken, pollution can be program,
still our real they offer, and as necessary for
Listed below are the names
''Oempetent Con- hope for the kind of communicabrought to a mere stand-still! cern - POLLUTION".
energy. Children especially of individuals who have lost
tion
and
decency
in
human
reshould not be allowed to gorge on their drivers license for the
The purpose of this essay
The Kenton Heights
Wo- lations that are so needed these so-called fun foods.
is to convince as many people
week ending January 8, 1971 as
as possible that through a man's Club Chorus will per
released by the Department of
joint effort the proper actions form at the Wednesday mornGiven
Fulton
Public Safety to the Traffic
can be taken to stamp out ing general assembly at 10:00
Safety Coordinating Committee.
(Continued from page 1)
all forms of pollution. One more a.m. Mrs. Mullins will present
FULTON COUNTY
ing volunteer projects, emerperson who is doing his part "Communications in Revue"
Audrey Patey Mansfield, age
gency shelter care and consulto stop pollution will make a with State Chairman participatRoute
4 Hickman Ken38
tant services.
big difference, but everyone, ing.
At 11:00 a.m. Mrs. Francis
Another $60,000 will go to tucky, (DWI). License suspentogether, all doing their inded until June 14, 1971,
Twenty-nine counties, includdividual parts, can stop pol- M. Pennington, Ashland, NPA, ing obion and Lake, have been the Department of Public Safe\Tonle Scott, age 80, Route
lution completely! And remem- KFWC Parliamentarian will approved for emergency loae ty for an intelligence unit in 1, Winger, Kentucky, (DWI).
ber—If the people do not kill chair "Parliamentary Pitfalls - credits of up to $3 million from the State Police to combat or- License suspended until March
ganized crime.
pollution-pollution will kill the What is Your Question?"
the federal government because
Mrs. Evans will
Federal funds are being pro- 7, 1972.
adjourn at crop damage during the last
peoplell I
James Edward Wells, age 22,
the
Conference
vided under the Safe Streets
at
12
noon,
Think about it!
growing season.
Route 2, Wing°, Kentucky,
Wednesday and preside over
The local Farmers
Home Act.
(DWI).
License suspended until
a short follow-up Post-Ex- Administration office has been
The Kentucky Crime ComMay 15, 1971.
ecutive Committee Meeting.
notified that the two counties mission, which recommended
Leslie Coleman Hopper, age
under Its charge (Lake
and the grants, was appointed to
Fulton, Kentucky, (DWI).
Obton) are both Included under develop and administer pro- 46,
CONGRATULATIONS
suspended until FebruLicense
grams
for
coordinating
and
lmno
the
other
program
debut
All A students for the seIANOS:—Have two beautiful,
proving crime prevention in ary 1'7, 1972.
tails were available today.
Moe new, pianos with ten year mester at Fulton High School Glenn 1. Hamlett of Nashville, the state.
warranty, must be sold to set- include: Gigi Brock, Ann Ma- chief of fartner programs for
Recently $1.5 million was
tle account. Terms: write Bald- han, Janet Williamson, Mark the Farmers Home Administra- awarded for similar projects
Welch,
David
Thompson,
Bob
said
Monday
the
tion,
loans
would from the U. S. Department of
win Field Representative, Box
Engle and Tommy Taylor.
be made to help farmers mem. Justice upon its approval of
7202, Lexington, Kentucky.
er from rain damage to cotton Kentucky's 1970 Comprehen- 141 Broachvay, South Fulton
and the effects of the southern sive Criminal Justice Plan. AnTlfREE BEDROOM brick ye.
Shop At Home
Phone 47/411441
leaf blight on corn.
other $5.3 million in Safe Street
user home, located in Water
funds will be requested for 1971 —Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
Valley, large lot, wall to wall
this month.
KENTUCKY WINDAGE-- —
rarlee built-in stove, Electric
The Kentucky Crime Com- —Vinyl and Tile
I at. Can handle to qualified
mission
is a 47-member, bi- --Downs and McGee Carpeting
(Continued
Page
One)
From
buyer for $725.00 down, no clospartisan agency with represent- —Uphdlstering, Modern and
ing costs, and payments of
atives from police, courts, ju$115.00 month, which includes
Antique
venile and adult correctional
counts,. .
all insurance and taxes. WICK
Kitchen Carpeting
agencies, as well as concerned
SMITH, Broker, Fulton 472"I'm very much frightened about the citizens.
RENONO
1292.
The Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs Mid-Winter
8.r.1 Meeting and Conference
will be held at the President
Motor Inn, Cov I ngton, Kent u ley,
Japery 25, 26, and 27, 1971.
Mel. Joseph C. Evans, Lexington, President, has announced
the Meeting Theme
to be,
"COMMUNICATE YOUR CONCERN".
Mrs. Haaid Mullins, Valley
Station, KFWC 2iel Vice-President-Dean of Chairmen, will
meet with all State Chairman
at 8:30 a.m. Tuesday. Mrs.
John W. Shipp, Owensboro,
Krwc 3r3 Vice-Pres:dem Coordinator of Governors, and
Mrs., George Winn, Marlon, KFWC First District Governor
and Chairman of the Board of
Governors, and Mrs. George
Winn, Marion KFWC First District Governor and Chairman of
the Board of Governors, will also meet at this time with State
District Governors.

Doctor
in the Kitchen

P-6 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, Jan. 21, 1971
Rate Hikes
Are Granted Murray Symposium To Headline
To Co-Ops Hurst, Hayakawa, Kunstler

FRANKFORT, Ky.
The Public Service Commission
has granted 13 Rural Electric
Cooperative Corps. across Kentucky a total of $4 million In
rate Increases.
The increases, by co-op, are:
East Kentucky RECC of Winchester, $750,761.
Owen County RECC, $029,291.
South Kentucky RECC of Somerset, $411,196, which was $16,849 less than had been requested.
Jackson County RECC of McKee, Ky., $358,464, $25,040 less
than requested.
Farmers RECC, $314,253.
Inter-County RECC of Danville, $288,244, $65,841 less than
requested.
Fleming - Mason RECC, $267,871, 272,274 less than requested.
Cumberland Valley RECC of
Gray, Ky., $251,607.
Noltn RECC, 2251,335.
Jackson Purchase RECC,
$251,133.
Shelby RECC, $174,023, $30,000
less than requested.
Fox Creek RECC of Lawrenceburg, $145,53&
Bib Sayidy RECC of Paintsvile, $133,594.
Officials at Jackson Purchase
RECC, headquartered in Paducah, said late Thursday they
had not asked for a rate increase. They believe their application to pass along increased
costs of power to their consumers has been mistaken for a
request for a hike in rates. Their
application did not mention any
specific amount.
Of the total Internal Revenue
collections, 46.8 per cent of the
tax is paid by individuals and
23.5 per cent comes from corporations.

Kentucky Veterans Will Receive
$2 Million Insurance Dividends
USGUI policies will receive $20
milliott in dividends, averaging
about $122 apiece. All dividends
will be paid in 1971 on the anniversary dates of the policies,
Ratliff said.
The VA official stressed that,
since payment of dividends will
be automatic, veterans need
not write to the VA to receive
payment. Veterans who have
Instructed VA to retain their
dividends will receive appropriate statements, he advised.
In 1970, more than 4,191,000
veterans with NSLI and USGLI
policies received $264 million in
dividends. Those with USGLI
policies averaged more than
$115 apiece, while those with
NSLI policies averaged nearly
$1.
Ratliff explained that the
amount of dividend a veteran
receives depends on such factors as the plan of insurance,
age of the insured, age of the
policy and its face value.

ASK FARMERS
USDA TO
ABOUT 1971 PLANNING INTENTIONS IN JANUARY:
The U.S. Department of Agriculture Is conducting a special
survey about January 1st to
help determine farmers' planting intentions for the 1971 growing season for 7 major crops.
USDA's Crop and Live stock
Reporting Service will conduct
survey operations in 35 States,
including KENTUCKY. Mall
questionnaires will be sent to
more than 11,100 farmers here,
and about 275,000 nationally.
The survey will ask about 1971
acreage plans for corn, spring
wheat, oats, parely, sorghum,
soybeans, and cotton. Estimates
for these crops by States will
be issued January 25, 1971 at
3 00p.m., EST.
Jim Koepper, statistician In
charge of the KENTUCKY office stated this special survey
would not replace the annual
planting intentions rep ort issued in March. He said the January appraisal was scheduled to
help farmers get an early season view
of
prospective
acreages in light of new farm
legislation. The survey findings
will also aid USDA program
planners in adjusting to the
effects of the new provisions.

Are You
Satisfied
With Your
Income?

HIGH GRADE
BONDS
CAN YIELD
6P/0-7%

8%-81%
For Samples Deans
VISIT OR CALL

EDWARD D. JONES & CO.
Iftwilsor Haw Yoot SPDA Ilmokneope

ANDREWS

Across from Post Office
UNION CITY
PHONE
885-0370

Jewelry Company

JOHN R. REED
Local- Manager

IF YOU HAVE BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD 'THE
NEW ARRIVAL IS AUTOMATICALLY COVERED.

OTHERS CANNOT
BUT THEY CAN BE PLANNED FOR.
WILL YOUR PRESENT HEALTH CARE COVERAGE BE
ADEQUATE IF THESE UNTIMELY EVENTS OCCUR?
Plan now and protect you and your family from the cost
of today's health care. BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD'
Quality Health Care Protection Plans .help you budget
ahead for the unexpected illness or accident and are
flexible to help meet anticipated events.
In 1971, investigate the various programs and
benefits available to eligible individuals, families
and employee groups of five or more.

CLASSIFIED ADS

S. P. MOORE & CO

Amen, Bro. Hebert. Long may you
Wave.

Crop Survey
In County
Is Underway

CONTACT US FOR CONTINUOUS
ELIGIBLE COVERAGE OR FOR BLUE CROSS
,ond BLUE SHIELD ' ENROLLMENT INFORMATION.

Federal Loans
Made Available

ItIDUCIID on this
fine 4 bedroom brick, close to
churches, school, supermarket.
3 baths, basement, central heat
and air conditioning. Can be
used by two families. Excellent
location. Prefer to trade for
smaller home, located 305 Second Street. Call Wick Smith.
Bracer 472-1292 for more de.
tails.

Paris For Al
1:ledric Slams At:

worth
a life's extimes
perience."
Griffith said information
be
about ticket sales will
announced at a later date.

SOME EVENTS CAN BE
ANTICIPATED
1N1971 . •

Four Area
Drivers
Lose Permits

permissiveness. And those in charge of the
military who are going to go around and allow themselves to be sucked in by permissiveness had better pause and wait and
watch and look and listen, and see what's
happened to this country because of permissiveness."

"Insight 1971" at Murray
State University, a three-day
lecture series sponsored by
the student government, will
feature Dr. Charles G. Hurst,
Jr., and Dr. Samuel I. Hayakawa--both college presidents--and controversial attorney William Kunstler,
Scheduled March 29-31 in
the university auditorium, the
third annual symposium will be
focused on a theme of "The
Student--Protest, Politics, Reform." HugkGriffith, a soph.
omore fromarren, Mich., is
the program committee chairman,
Noting that the purpose of
the series is to expose students
to prevalent ideas in today's
society, Griffith said the lectures "represent an opportunity on the campus for education in its truest form."
Hurst, president of Malcolm
X College, and Hayakavra,
president ofSan Francisco State
College, will both speak March
31. Kunstler, best-known as a
defense attorney in the Baltimore draft-record burning and
Chicago Seven cases, will lecture on March 30.
A fourth speaker to open
the program March 29 will be
announced at a later date, according to Griffith. He said
negotiations to arrange an appearance by Vice President
Spiro T, Agnew have fallen
through because of a scheduling conflict.
"Both students and non-students alike can benefit immeasurably by simply listening to
differing viewpoints in a program such as Insight, and then
using the information gleaned
from it to form more knowledgeable opinions," said Griffith.
About 9,000 people attended
during
the Insight lectures
the first two programs in 1969
and 1970. Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
university president, said both
were "stimulating and extremely worthwhile."
Speakers involved in the first
two years were cartoonist Al
Capp, civil 'lights activist Dick
Gregory, NBC newsman Sander
Vanocur and Herb Kaplow,
Georgia legislator Julian Bond,
historian Dr. Anthony Kubek,
astronaut and aquanaut Scott
Carpenter, author and anthropologist Dr. Ashley Montagu,
and social ethics theologian Dr.
Joseph Fletcher.
More than 70 students have
been involved for almost a year
in planning and executing every
detail of the symposium, which
had its name inspired by a quote
from Oliver Wendell Holmes:
"A moment's insight is some-

(Farm Bureau Members, see your Farm Bureau Agent.)

KENTUCKY
e
and BLUE

BLUE CROSS
•Amonce .trohlsi

1111'11.4.111 Asuwistio. rail,, Diehl Pima
--

.
[3101

SHIELD

BLUE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN, INC.
KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL INC.
3101 Bardstown Road•Louisville, Ky. 40205•(502)452-1511
For more information, complete and mail the coupon
today!
SLUE CROSS ond BLUE SHIELD
Serdsf•vor% Reed. Levisrilk, Ky. 1020S

GROUP RAMS 11155 RI {OMR Celia
DORI SRI S OR MORI IMPIONIS

NE-671

HOME
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COMPANY
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STATE -

ZIP

Please send me, without obligation, information on health care benefits and eligibility
requirements.
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. . . a shoe so comfortable you won't want to
take it off, and combined with an economic
price, too! You'll find that's an unbeatable
combination.
Designed with softest leathers, built-up
arches for gentle support, fibre insoles, crepe
wedge soles and heels. Tpe Scho-Ped will bethe greatest thing that's happened to you in
ages!

Bay Family Shoe Store
Lake Sheet

Considering Move To Call Constitutional Convention

WASHINGTON
Flnancially pinched states are
mounting a new effort to cut a
slice of the federal pie for themselves.

Fulton, Ry,

Leaves With Pockets Bulging
By OUIDA JEWELL
Sun-Democrat Correspondent
FULTON, Ky.- A black man
from an out-of-state city w h o
advertised himself as a faith
healer, paid Fulton a visit last
weekend and probably went
away with his pockets filled
with money.
The man a "minister,"
the private dining room of
a restaurant and the
came, paid their money, told
their troubles or ailments, were
prayed for and then were promised that "everything will be
all right."

rentpeople

ed

a vellEllew

ANNOUNCING
-THE OPENING OF THE-

Twin City Massage - Therapy Clinic
325 FORRESTDALE, SOUTH FULTON. TENN.
(Three Blocks East of South Fulton High School)

Telephone: 479-1623

IDE

Scientific massage by skilled operators:
Muscle toning by ones efficient by education and experience;
Steam baths prescribed by the most able surgeons and physicians
EXCELLENT. for muscular exercising; for foot and leg relief and
strengthening: for back, stomach, arm. neck and head improvement:
for digestion; for aid to circulation: for nervous tension: for promotion of rest.
(Not only a proteezional consideration for every person, but also a
genuine personal courtesy and application).

Masseur: Moulton Gambill - Masseuse: Sibyl Gambill
ED

HOURS: Monday through Saturday: 9:00 am. through 8: pm.
(EXCEPT WEDNESDAY NIGHT)
-Appointment by telephone or person -

JANUARY CLEARANC
LADIES

,
Girls Woolen & Cordaro)

SLIM - JIMS

SKIRTS

••

JOUS

One Rack
Values To $7.50 Values To $7.50
Wool & Corduroy
Sizes 7 To 12

ROSS
rioN.

'THE

)R.

s3 $4

E BE

1R?

cost
ELD'
dget
are

Ray S
Ca11 Ve
479-9082

Two women assistants confirmed the man officiating was
a minister who claimed to be
from St. Louis.
I asked the women If they had
any pamphlets with information
concerning the minister. They
replied that all pamphlets already had been given out.
Leaving word that I would
like to speak with the minister
as a newswoman, I returned to
the main dining room of the
restaurant. I was informed the
minister had only two more
people to see.
After a short wait, I decided
to leave.
The minister also reportedly
had the private dining room
rented for a meeting that night.
Later in the day, a radio executive reported that a black
minister, who claimed to be a
healer of all ailments and a
bringer of good luck, spoke
each Saturday morning over his
radio station.
The radio man said the minlater asks for money in return
for a "blessed handkerchief,"
wtdch turned everything into
gold, cured all ailments, and
cleared up all troubles."

Barbecue
Take Home

NONE- MADE UM!

50c

Fried Chicken - Pizza - Hamburgers
Bands- Thur. Friday and Sat. Meg

Sunday Open 5 p.

to 8 p. m. 479-9882

ODDS and ENDS SALE
Limited Quantities, Hurry! While They Last.

s3

Electric Pop-up

184.1). Size

TOASTER

ROASTER

Was $9.95

Was $2.50

$6.99

$1.89

Stainless Shoot

FRICTION TAPE

TABLEWARE

WALL CLOCR

Wore $3.99

Was $9.95

$2.49
Cerarnac

ASH TRAYS
Were $1.00 Each

2 For $1.00

Sure-Fit Upholstery

THROW COVERS
Reg.85.00

$4.44

12190
Reg. $6.00

72x1011

$5.88

ONE RACK
LADIES

SPORT SHIRTS

DRESSES

Solids, Plaids
and Stripes
Sizes 6 to 18

Good Styles
Reduced To

$4.88

Reg.$7.00

72x126

BOYS
LONG SLEEVE

1.88

And Less

$6.99

25%

SO

OFF

Hunting Clothes
I Lot Women's
Fleece - Lined

RUBBER BOOTS

MENS BOOTS
$4.99 Up
Pin-Up Coal Oil

LAMPS
Were $3.49

$2.49

8 For 39c
MIXERS
Were $7.95

$5.99

Children's

RAIN COATS
50c
Child's Set

30-Cup Party

TABLE & CHAIR

COFFEE MAKER
was $11.95
$9.95

Zipper Vinyl

BIBLES
Were $12.95

$10.95
Pird•Sixis

THERMOS
Wee 2139

$1.19

99c
RIGHT GUARD
Deodorant
7-ox. Sire
Roo. $1.59

'Mc
PROTEIN 21
Shampoo
Rag, oily or dry hair
formula Reg. $2.49

$1.79
EXCEDRIN
100's
Reg. $1.63
*1.19
VICK'S
NYQUIL
Ses. Size
Reg. $1.49

99c
BAN ROLL-ON
Anti-Perspirant
1.5 oz; Reg. $1.09

-

et

77c

See our selection ot

PARTY GOODS
For Birthdays, Weddings and Showers

EVANS DRUG CO.
Lake St.

Fulton

FULTON, TENN.

Broadway Street

South Fulton
(Next to Liberty Market)
Free Parking
Drive-in Window

Illi Head & Shoulders
6/
1
2-OZ. REG. $1.65

Elec. Portable

20-ca. Size
Reg. $1.49

On All

Was $12.95

$6.95
FLIGHT BAGS
$8.95
Foam Mattress

TOPPERS

- Inch, Were $3.95
$2.99

2 • Inch,

Wire $7.94

$5.99

P. N. HIRSCH & CO. Railroad Salvage Co.
615 BROADWAY. SOUTH FULTON
II'• .
I
'
• I
- ::30 - •
F -

PHONE 479226?

$2.99

GLASSES

LAVORIS

DRUG COMPANY

j
l ‘k
---1111
!RFT DELIVERY

2 For $1.00
AC-DC RADIO

Were 4 for 31c

Th. aidi

SOUTHSIDE

Lotion Shampoo

Larne Family

2Price

Gunfire Aimed
At Home, Mill

Ware $6.99

$9.95

SUPER SAVINGS
Al Evans Drug
,.

Park Terrace
Safe Stolen

Were $1.00 Each

Was $11.95

year.
But Mills says he's even mori.
opposed to revenue sharing novi
because of a growing federal
deficit he thinks will be aggro
,vated by Nixon's $2.7-billion tax
windfall handed businessmen
this week.

Electric

SPICE RACKS

Plastic Drink

Special January Values

9C

$6.99

GARMENT BAGS

$4

Was 19c

Was $9.95

month by adopting a resolution Although details of the new
calling for a convention to plan have been kept under
amend the U.S. Constitution to wraps, Vice President Spiro T.
require the federal government Agnew was reported to have
to share its tax money with the said Wednesday it would pro
states.
vide state and local govern"The effort is being made In ments with new money beyond
almost all state legislatures," existing grant-in-aid programs.
said Early Mackey, an official Last year the administration's
of the National Legislative $500-million startup revenueConference, which is pushing sharing plan failed to get a
the proposal.
hearing in Congress.
He predicted 10 to 20 state leg- Rep. Wilbur D. Mills, D-Ark.,
islatures would quickly approve chairman of the tax-writing
the resolution.
'House Ways and Means ComCongress would be forced to mittee, says he will bold bearconvene a convention if two- ings on the measure late this'
thirds (34) of the state legislatures ask for one. The convention could only write an amendment, which would have to be
ratified by the states.
Congress could choose beBurglars forced their way mt.
tween two forms of ratification:
the Park Terrace Motel and Resby two-thirds of the states in taurant office
in South Fulton
separate conventions or in early Thursday morning and
three-fourths (38) . of the state made off with a 350-pound safe
containing about $1,400 In cash
legislatures.
The last effort to call a consti- and other valuables.
South Fulton authorities said
tutional convention was organthe assistant manager of the moized by the late Sen. Everett tel, Gene Roberts, closed the ofDirksen, R-III., in an attempt to fice about 2 a.m. and the burglary
overrule the Supreme Court's apparently occurred between that
"one man, one vote" rulings time and 5-15 a.m, when another
that forced reapportionment of employe, Miss Mary Kate Pewitt,
reported for work.
legislative bodies. Dirksen's atMr. and Mrs. Gil Gray are
tempt fell short, but just barely. owners of the motel and restauNo such convention has been rant.
held since the Constitution was
In addition to the cash, the
written in 1787 at .'hiladelphia. safe also contained about $100
Mackey said the states' drive worth of silverware, tvfowatches
for a revenue-sharing amend- and some business records.
The thieves apparently enment might prod Congress to
tered the restaurant by a side
enact
a
tax-sharing
plan door on the south side of the
through legislation.
building, according to South
The President has Indicated Fulton Police Chief Cleo Mcan ambitious, revenue-sharing Clanahan. The safe, located in a
plan will be the main theme oil partitioned area back of the counhis State of the Union address Di ter in the restaurant, apparently
was rolled out of the building,
The 92nd Congress Jan. 22.
througt the kitchen and down the
hall to the south side entrance.
Across the state line, in Fulton, police today were continuing
an investigation into the armed
The robbery of the Holiday Inn by
FULTON, Ky.,
two masked gunmen early TuesFulton-South Fulton Chamber day morning. The hotel clerk
of Commerce will hold its an- and a police officer who happened
on the scene were tied up by the
nual meeting Feb. 22.
Bob Abernathy, director of bandits who escaped with a reuniversity relations at Middle ported 12.500
Tennessee State University,
Tenn., his been invited as guest
speaker.
New officers will be elected
at the meeting. The nominating
committee, of which Bill FosShotgun blasts were fired
sett is chairman, has been pre- through a small window of the
Arrowhead Feed Mill at 7'roy
viously appointed.
An arrangements committee sometime Thursday night, acwas appointed to make final cording to owners J. B. Strictho and Tom Stricklin.
plans for the annual meeting.
On the same night a blast was
Mayor Nelson Tripp recently fired at the home of a secretary
announced to the group that who works at the feed mill but
construction on the Purchase lives in the Ebenezer community.
The mill owners were at a loss
Parkway Welcome Center near
the Tennessee state line would as to why the mill &Whom@ were
fired on.
begin_Yeb.

Fulton Chamber
Meet Scheduled

must

Plastic

and

05

Mostly, those visiting "the
healer" were blacks, although
a few whites were In attendance.
This seemed to be the procedure from my seat in the
room:
People would come In, give
a piece of paper money to two
girls seated at a table near the
door. Apparently, they were
given a number, then they seated themselves.
A black man, apparently the
minister and "healer," w pas
seated behind another table In
a corner. He would call out a
number and someone would go
up and sit in a chair in front
of his table.
The "healer" and the person
in trait of him spoke in low
voices, then the person seeking
help reached into his pocket for
something (it appeared to be a
billfold), then the "healer" asked the person to tell him "anything you want."
The minister spoke in a very
soft voice but he said his pray
ers In a loud voice.
When one group left the din.
log room, the minister called to
them that "everything will be
all rl t."

Sale Ends Saturday, January 30.

If

BE
ED

pressure a

They hope to
reluc- unprecedented c o n st I tutional
tant Capitol Hill to pass Fret'. convention for the same purdent Nixon's revenue-sharing pose.
plan or, in an end-run approach,
I he New Jersey Legislature
force Congress to convene an started the ball rolling last

I Faith Healer Visits Fulton;

Scho-Peds

-

LAKE ST.-FULTON, KY

79t PO.
NEEE
W M

16-0Z. SIZE
REG. $2.15

GREEN SPARKLES

with Fluoride and Family Reg.$1.05 Each
Brighteners in One Toothpaste
100
6.75-oz.

119t

SCOPE
Oral Hygenic Mouthwash & Gargle
17-oz. Family Size
REG. $1.49

Big 24-oz. Size
REG.$1.98

69cI894

Democrat State Central Committee
Is Expected To Elect New Chairman
•41
FRANKFORT, Ky.
The Democratic State Lentrai
Committee apparently will vote
on electing a new chairman
Monday in a contest tinged by
the race for the party's gubernatorial nomination.
J. R. Miller of Owensboro,
who resigned as chairman last
May to direct Lt. Gov. Wendell
Ford's campaign for governor,
is charging that Ford's rival,
former Gov. Bert Combs, is behind the curler move.

END OF AN ERA — 71th once fins Palace
Hotel, darkened in the background, will fall
victim to wrecking hammers soon and the
ground it occupies will be used for parking

by mantbsrs of the First Baptist Church.
J. V. Verhine, who as a boy remembers
the erection of the hotel, recalls the finer
days of the Palace.

-mittae's
tee who has not expressed an committee members who asked
opinion" on which candidate for him to seek the chairmanship.
governor he favored, he added.
"During the months that the
"I'm sure Kinke•id wouldn't
Democratic party in Kentucky
use the chairmanship of the
party to favor me," Combs as- has not had a state chairman,"
he said, "many loyal party
serted.
"As a matter of fact," he members have become concommented, "I don't know that
cerned that our ifrty has not
he could do anything as chaircarried out its duty to the votman that would help me."
performing its
Kinkead also denied making a ers and is not
concentrated effort in support role as the 'loyal opposition.' "
of Combs and declared he would
Miller declared in a statenot do so if he were elected
ment Saturday that he could
party chairman.
"see no useful purpose so far
Kinkead further pledged that,
concerned in
as chairman, he would devote as the party is
naming a chairman at this
his efforts to Improving the
party and electing its nominees time."
and would not take part in the
If the move had been meant
primary election.
to be in the best interest of the

"It Is important for all Democrats, including the candidates,
to have a party chairman,"
Combs said, adding that the
chairman would not help either
candidate in the primary.
"It so happens that Kinkead
is my friend," Combs said, "but
I don't consider this a contest
Kinkead said the impetus for
between Ford and me.
"It would be difficult to find his candidacy did not come
anyone on the Central Commit- from Combs but from several

Miller has told all members
of the Central Committee by letter that he would be a candidate for party chairman Monday if the committee wanted
the position filled now. He said
he had resigned as chairman in
order to keep the committee
out of the gubernatorial contest.
Miller's letter claimed that
Combs had asked for contacts
to be made throughout the state
to nominate Shelby Kinkead, a
fanner state senator from Lexington, as party chairtnan.
Miller also asserted that Kin-

f

kead had solicited funds for
Combs both in and outside the
state, had attended many organizational meetings for him
"and makes no bones about his
Judge
partisan support
of
Combs' candidacy."
Combs, however, said he had
not asked that contacts be made
on behalf of Kinkead's candidacy, although he knew it was
being done and he approved because "Kinkead would be a
good chairman."

Finance - Executive

Committee should

have

been

been.
"Having served as chairman
of the party for two years,"
Miller asserted, "I recognize
the need to rid the state party
of factionalism and invite all
Democrats of the Commonwealth to actively participate in
the affairs of the party.
"This cannot be done," he declared, "when the machinery of
the party is used for selfish purposes.
purely political move,"
"As
he said, "I should not have resigned as chairman of the party; but in an effort to strengthen
the Democratic party rather
than fracture it, Lt. Gov. Ford
and I agreed that I should reCoinCentral
party, he said, the
sign.

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, Jan. 21, 1971
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Politybolder Qoastiou Asmara by
The hutitute of Lift buicinece, 277
Park Au., N Y., N. Y, 10017

Q. A friend of mine who's an
been obrained by the First Bap- insurance agent told me about a
tist Church from Fenner Heath- "billion dollar program" supcock. The church is now in the ported by a number of life insur
process of deposing of the equip- ance companies. He was enthusi
ment and furnishings of the old astic over what the companies
and
structure and has advertised for were doing in city slum
sealed bids for the wrecking of said many other people should be
involved in this work. I'd like to
Reflecting little, if any of the grandeur which was its more the structure.
Bids will be openknow more about the program. Is
- than a half-century ago, the days of the Palace Hotel os Union City ed at noon
Jan. 20 according to
- are numbered.
Charles Morrisette, chairman of there any information you could
send me?
The contents of the 59-room derelict will be sold at auction at the church house
and grounds
10 Saturday morning and the wreckers hammers can't be far behind. committee.
A
Your
The structure, owned by the, Heathcock family since 1920, has
friend is referOnce the structure is rering to the promoved the church will use the
gram launched
PERMANENTLY PRE-SET
land for parking purposes.
in
September,
A decline in business over the
1967, to improve
past two decades or so has reBRUSH AND GO
living conditions
duced the once fine hotel to a state
in the blighted areas of cities with
of disrepair.
a pledge of Si billion by life inAccording to 1, V. Verhine,
surance companies. In April,
the Palace Hotel, when it was
1969,
with this commitment viropened in 1895, was the finest In
tually
completed, companies
Northwest Tennessee.
pledged
a second $1 billion for
Here are a few of our extra-attractive buys.
"In 1894, while they were
the program.
There are many more on our lot, if you don't building the hotel I used to play
The money has been used to
in the enormous sancipile by the
finance low-income housing, job.
find what you are looking for on this list!
railroad track and one of my playmates
was Emmet Buckley, creatingenterprises and community serstae liMfillities in 240
— BUICKS —" " •
•'
the son of elle of the dotal owncities ihroulbout
country. So
.„ ers," Mr. Yertibse mild today. far,
sot million is nancing the
1970 SKYLARK 2-door hardtop; brown, with
Mr. Verhine went on to say
construction, rehabilitation or
that
the
structure
vinyl top, V8, automatic, power steer- an old barber was built where purchase of 80,000 housing units
shop was once lofor low and moderate income
ing, power brakes, factory air.
cated.
families. Another $301 million is
"Before the opening of the
providing 38,000 permanent jobs;
1970 ELECTRA 225, Tennessee tags, 4-door Palace in 1895, the best hotel in
addition to those involved in
in town was the Bracken Hotel,
hardtop, maroon, vinyl top, V8, auto- which
the construction work.
stood where Bluebell LaunThe
121 companies participatmatic, power steering, power brakes, dry and Cleaners is now.
ing in the program have financed
Complete Line of Styles, Full
A Must For Quick. Ghunour,
Wash And Wear Dyed, Kaneira"When the Palace was opened
power windows, power seats', factory there
projects in 42 states, the District
Range of Natural Colors In Light,
Change Your Color, Year PersonIon, Modscrylic, Perma-Set, Taperwasn't anything finer in
of Columbia and Puerto Rico.
air; 1 owner; new-car trade in; extra Northwest
Dark, & Frosted Shades,
ality, Your Mood In A Flash.
ed. Looks No Natural; Fits Lthe A
Tennessee and all the
drummers (salesmen) made it a - If you think about it for a moDream.
sharp.
point to stop here over-night," ment, you'll realize that urban
problems affect all of us, wher1968 SKYLARK 4-door sedan, Kentucky tag, Mr. Verhine continued.
The Palace Hotel was bulltby ever we live. As a consequence,
grey, V8, automatic, power steering, J. C. Reynolds and T. E. Buck- many organizations and individley, both retired railroad con- uals have become interested and
power brakes, factory air.
ductors on the old Mobile 8, Ohio have given their time to the success of the numerous urban proline.
— CHEVROLETS —
The year after its comple- grams now underway. If you're
Mr. Reynolds bought out the wondering how and where to
1969 IMPALA Custom Coupe, Tenn. tags tion,
start, contact your clergyman, civinterest of Mr. Buckley and he
ic association, or local legislator.
blue, vinyl top, V8, automatic, power and his son, Clarence Reynolds, Telephone
• CURLYS
WE'VE GOT 'EM
directories list a numoperated it with W. M. Dismukes
steering, power brakes, factory air.
ber of "social service organizaALL — WHAT A
and Dave Bryant as clerks,
,
tions" which can tell you how
• GREEK
Following the death of Mr.
COLLECTION!
1968 CAPRICE 4-door hardtop, Ky.tag, blue, Reynolds,
you can help.
-'
,•
the property was sold
BOYS
lk.`44
vinyl top, V8, automatic, power steering, to J. C. McRae and A. F. THU,1•;!-Many More
worth who operated it for about
H. My wife and I tool, out a
power brakes, factory air.
a year and then sold It to the late $25,000 straight life policy on our
Different Styles
•
LONDON
44'
- •.
/14....
Mrs. W. W. Heathcock In July daughter several years ago and
And Lengths To
1962 IMPALA SS 2-door hardtop, Tenn. tags, 1920.
LOOKS
we have been paying the premi•
Choose From
When the structure was built urns. Our daughter is now A at
black, automatic, bucket seats.
sand was shipped In by the car nior at college and was recently
Nationally
•
DUTCH
1969 CHEVROLET PICKUP, Ky. tag, green load and It was on this mountain married to a graduate student.
Advertised
of sand that Mr. Verhine used We changed the policy, making
BOYS
and white, V8, automatic, power steer- to play when he was seven years Jim the beneficiary. If our soaln.
Brands
ing, power brakes, factory air, custom; old. Bricks for the massive law has insurance of his own,
• SHAGS
Stylists
On Duty
should
continue
we
our
policy
on
structure came from the T. L.
• STRAIGHTS
extra nice.
Bransford 8, Sons brick yard her? What do you suggest?
• CHPNA DOLLS
To Serve You
A. Taking out
of Union City.
— OTHERS —
a policy on your
Invitations
were sent to
daughter
for
leading citizens for the grand
1970 PONTIAC Bonneville 2-door hardtop, opening.
her benefit was
smart
a
idea
One such invitation is still
Tenn. tags, green, vinyl top, V8, autoFurthermore, a
In possession
matic, power steering, power brakes, ily and reads, of the Verhine famstraight life
such
an
in
amount is a genpolicy
"Yourself and lady are refactory air.
spectfully Invited to attend the erous way of showing your parenconcern
her
well-being. As
for
-1970 PLYMOUTH Roadrunner, Tenn. tags, opening of the Palace Hotel, Union tal
City, Tennessee, 'Tuesday even- you know, protection lasts for the
blue,
insured person's lifetime. This is
V8,
4
-speed,
1
These same wigs sell for much, much more at the big wig boutiques, beauty salons, etc_
ing,
-owner.
October
fifteenth,
eighteen
!:•
the most flexible type of policy
hundred and flinty-five."
least
and
the
expensive
kind
of
1969 PONTIAC Grand Prix 2-door hardtop,
Members of the invitation
Come in and see. Take advantage of these low, low warehouse prices, now.
permanent protection. By naming
Tenn. tags, green; this one is loaded: V8, committee for the occasion were: her
husband, or any children of
J. A. Whipple, D. A. Edwards,
automatic, power steering, power Charles B. Travis and Gus Her- their marriage as beneficiaries,
the policy will provide life insurbrakes, power windows, power seats, ring. Members of the Reception ance
protection for them if they
Committee were Mr. and Mrs.
factory air, tape deck.
outlive her.
should
F. 0. Watts, Mr. and Mrs. L.S.
Young people today who
Parks, Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Buckwhile
marry
the husband is still
ley, Mr. and Ws.H. T. Robinson,
FINANCING &
OVER 50,000 SOLD IN BOSTON, DETROIT, MILWAUKEE, CHOCAGO
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Reynolds, in school, face the possibility of
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Thomasson, starting a family, and need life
INSURANCE
protection
insurance
more
than
Hon. and Mrs. R. A. Pierce
and Hon. and Mrs. A. J. Har- those who wait until graduation
Due to the additional and increasAVAILABLE
NONNI OF 11.0111,1..01
pole.
Named to welcome com- ing costs of schooling they may
,oconil to none
mercial men were T. B. Greer, not be able to afford the premiDr. E. a Little, R. J. Chit- ums, but their needs are still the
same.
wood and S. A. Carter.
If your son-in-law does have a
Floor managers were Chi.-policy, chances are it is probably
lea E. Denham and T. B. Greer
for a small amount which is now
(Where the best deals are Taylor-Made)
and the toast master was E. L. inadequate in face of his
added
Russell.
responsibility of marriage. You
SEE 01\E OF THESE SALESMEN:
may want to talk with him regarding his life insurance program
Evil Spirits
Jimmy Faulkner — Mike Williams — Warren
and your intention to continue
paying the premiums on your
Tuck — Manus Williams — Aubrey Taylor —
Warded Off
ROME — in medieval times, daughter's policy. If you can manVernon Spraggs — or Dan Taylotk.
age
it financiallli it would be to
Northern Italians wore pearls
their advantage
you would conand
Southern
HI-WAY 307
Italians
wort
coral
FULTON, KY.
tinue until they sin afford to take
472-2466 to ward
off evil spirits.
them over

Plan To Demolish
Old Palace Hotel

Y01

consulted on it—but it has not

Gel

THURS., FRI., SAT,, SUN. JANUARY 21, 22, 23, 24

Thousands To Try On At Your Leisure
PEN TO THE PUBLIC — WASH & WEAR STRETCH WIGS

UNBELIEVABLE AT

67

All The Newest Salon Wig Styles At Warehouse Prices.
WHY PAY MORE??

Values From $50 to $75

J/

LI

RE

LA

J

, Sunday
WHY PAY MORE?? OPEN:Thursday, Friday,
M.ToSat8urdaPIrbst

MIC

THREE LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU:

Taylor Chevrolet Buick

—MAYFIELD —
— FULTON —
—MURRAY —
MID-TOWN MOTEL
I
HOLIDAY INN
HOLIDAY INN
-SHOWROOM
SHOWROOM
SHOWROOM
513 Broadway
IL S.51 North
Highway 641
HURRY . . . DON'T MISS 00rrr-----"
.

THIS SALE IS 4DAYS ONLY

• e•osiltiiiv, v

.

40.

LI

Vs

WE ACCEPT U.S. GOVT.

..••1WEMMA G

V.

FOOD STAMPS

South Fulton, Tenn.
Da., U. ni. IMIV A.

Page
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Fulton, Ky.
Hi-Way 45 East

Seth Fines

inspeci-

MIME

, ,,,,,.• .,

ed U. S.Prime Heavy Beef

Iecutive

been
has not

laIrman
years,"
,cognize
e party
rite all
smmonipate in

'he de'fiery of
ish pur-

move,"
Ave rehe parmigthen
rather
v. Ford
ould re-

The prices in this ad are good from Wednesday. Thni Tuesday s
WE ARE OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
(We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities)
—

YOU ALWAYS SAVE MORE
AT CECIL'S LIBERTY

,Y

rIGS

Kopeks, TaperLike A

day

SLUE SEAL

--.

I

quart jar

MIN

1

AJAX

I

75

I
GIANT
PKG.

1 i
I
$
I

..
69e,

'

Tall Can

VIENNA SAUSAGE _ 4- 4-oz. Cans $1.

50t
4pv,. 69
LARD
COCKTAIL 43°39
. t. .
CHIFFON
REELFOOT

HUNTS FRUIT

can

.....------

...........--

EGGS
MEDIUM

510 4170
LARGE

12-oz. _ _ _ _ 39c

GRAPE JELLY

Each

39c

HUNT'S 44-os.

Each

39c

MARTHA WHITE 19-as.

CAKE MISES

Lb. 59c

LADY BETTY

PRUNE JUICE

1 APPLE
PEACH'
CHERRY

S

MORTON
FRUIT

4PACK 390 2(:),z.390li,
SCOTT

ROLL

BAGs
Kellvs

CHILI
4
,
DETERGENT.A.
303 can

LIQUIDDEBBIE

220Z

. IVORY Personal Size

PATTIES
STEAK

V

DOWNY
Kelley's

— COUPON —
RED POTATOES 10 LBS. ___ 29c
With $5.00 Purchase and Coupon. Excluding
Milk and Tob. Products
COUPON (Limit "I")

12 oz.

BACON
BoLOGNAWhHole039

LUNCHEON MEAT
EA.

Reelfoot Old Fashioned

Air

SPRAY STARCH

14 1/2

i....1..........................0.........0.....14

,

LEMONS

Thin Skin
Sour & Juicy

0

DOZ.
1
FOR39
GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS
,AppLEs )4:, :. 49
Red or Golden Del

045
29c

EACH 1110

L
2
B.

BAG0
Seal Sweet Frozen
12-oz. Can

NEAT PIES

-...- —

pie

C ;CFU
res
C
h UMBERS

2 For

FRESH

ELL PEPPER

MORTON'S

Each 39c

"
14i. -...-\.-

MORTON CREAM

Y ORANGE JUICE

DAISY FRESH n-at.

0

LB.

0F
GaBrdEen Delight BFrozen

is

Lb. $1.29
SLAB
1 1/2
Stick

TRADE WINDS BREADED

69
59

99c

Whole or Half Stick

for35

Fabric
Softner

20-oz. Pkg.

CUBED

ok

C SOAP
9 ..cRAcKERs.3.2 0 Hop
A GIANT SIZE

Lb. 29c

STEAK

d oz.
inds Breade8.
;tirade Ws

LARA LYNN

Lb. 99c

JOWLS

I

Jiffies 30 Gal. Size 10 to Box
TRASH
BOX

39c

Piatards Lb.

SLICED - SMOKED

, PIES

PIES

TISSUE

Lb. 59c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 37c
Lb. lac

Brash

89c

HAM

_

Pkg.

40c

Gnarl

_
_
Thighs _
.
Legs .
Wings
---Backs & Necks __ _

CENTER SLICED

12 oz.

. . . . . . . .- . . . . . . . . -....- . . . . . . . . 1. rminno

s:IICKEN PARTS
EtreaC

Lover Lb.

Lb. 49c

ARMOUR Skinless

61.00

3 For

Lb. 69c

Fresh

LB.

TOMATO NICE

1
0
0

Shank Portion

1

Large Country

ORANGE JUICE

Ballard & Pillsbury
8
caonz.

18-oz. Jar _ __ _ 29c

TEXSUN 46-oz.

I

1Buit Portion

LB.

HOLSOM

BISCUIT

55
FRyfRs
27
RIB
29
rniuve
Country Skillet
U.S. Inspected

11-01.

I PEANUT BUTTER

Bottle

Reelfcot

, ,

SOUTHERN BELL

SHEDDS

!

lb.

SALMON

1

,
HAMS

Pork
Family Pak
Center & End
Cuts Mixed
5 lbs. or more

DETERGENT

CHWF CHUM

MACKERAL2

Lb. 49c

PORK CUTLETS

CHOPS

........ .........,
..

BUTT

ST

24-oz. Can 69c

,

YELLOW
SOLIDS

LBS.

PFROERSHKBORSOTOA
N

FFIESH SLICED PORK

lb.

,,

pEACHES OLEO
4
5

LB.

FRESH

BEEF STEW

22 OZ.

ME AT

0

5 - 303 Can $1.00

OSCAR MAYER

LIQUID DETERGENT

Lb. 35c

9C PICNICS

59
3 LBS. OR MORE

4 3/4 oz9
Jar

.,..

Lb. 53c

FRESH SHOULDER

.

Gerbers or Heinz Strained

J Ark:t SALMON :

49

BACON

TEENIE WEENIE — (Whol• whit* or Gleam Style)

Call

LB.

HOUSER VALLEY — (Sliced)

3 - 61/2-oz. Can $1.00

Salad Dressing

No 2 1/2 $11

CHICKASAW
SLICED RINDLESS

MISS LIBERTY SLICED

TUNA

Lb. I9c

PIG FEET

LB.

Ill

OSAGE

Y

24-oz. Bottle 47c

Whip

BABY FOOD

LB.

it

20 OZ.
Loaf

RICHTEX

35
gulicLE

Lb. 19c

NECK BONES

25 Lb. Bag $1.89

FLOUR

6 o
vAINLCAmp

2
B0
og •

FRESH

FRESH

MISS LIBERTY
ROUND top

CATSUP

FIUR.S
ST
.C
CH
IJO
TICELB.

U.S. PRIME CHUCK

BAKE MASTER

49

U.S. PRIME

10 Lb. Bag 99c

FLOUR

5 LB BAG

Hunts

4ofmi, S

uck Ro or
STEAK _ 7
25111BACON
5
BACON
, BuRGER
90 t
STEAK

Blue Seal.

'age 2

41.

U.S. No 1
Red Washed
10
with 5:00 Add. Pur. LB. BAG

POTATOES
49
BREAD
.MEAL

.!1

49c 1

FRESH
TOMATOES

Each 1110t

Lb. Sc7.

•livev am

a"

•

i• • .••• •Ir • la

•••••••••••1••••••••••• •fto

••• elove.

'Campus Lights' Show Goes Into Rehearsal

Urban Renewal Program Is
Nearing Reality For Fulton

raTri-ST-200 annually groivifig
Ginseng Root for us! Send $2.00
(refundable) for seeds, contract, instructions. G(' Herb::
FULTON, Ky.— Fulton's Ur223 Pleasant St , Middleboro,
Slass 02344.
ban Renewal Program, designated as Banana Festival Urban
DRIVIRS NRIEDID
Renewal Area, has moved a
Train DOW to drive semi
step nearer reality with the sublocal end over Use road. Diesel
mission of Part II application
or gas; experience helpful but
and Grant to the Atnot necessary. You can earn for Loan
over $4.50 per hour after short lanta office of HUD.
Upon
approval
of the Atlanta
training. For interview and application, call 615-2424439, or office, only the signature of Secwrite Safety Dept., United retary of Housing George RomSystems, Inc., Terminal Bldg., ney in Washington remains for
404 Arlington Avenue, Nash- the program to move into acville, Tennessee, 37240.
tion.
INtOME TOO SMALL? ConThis announcement was made
,:der full or part-time Raw- to the meeting of the Lions Club
leigh Home Service Plan. Many by Jim Martin, relocation offiearning $1 hourly and up. cer of Fulton's Urban Renewal
Opening in your area. Write: a n d Community Development
Milton Babcock, Rawleigh Co., Agency.
Freeport, Ill., Phone: 815-232Part I of the local application
4161.
was made in 1966 and received
simemismeimmus
Income tax returns prepared, final approval in August. Part
36, years experience. 207 Third, II was submitted Dec. 1.
472-4547. John W. Bostick.
After final approval by Romney, contracts will be prepared
*ENT Wheelchairs, crutches and presented to the city for exand other convalescent aids at ecution, Martin said.
CITY SUPER DRUG 4011 Lake
Actual work should begin
litt.
Fulton, Ky
within 15 days after such action
is taken. Th,rty-six months is
the time allotted for the project.
Total cost of the Urban Renewal project will be $2,640,000,
of which the city of Fulton will
an With Some Tires
be responsible for $622,000.
•
Martin explained grants and
reimbursements will lower the
city's share to a cash outlay of
244—
.4V
.
,S
"s6
$31,000. He said part of the cost
would be shared by the Kentucky Department of Highways,
1 TIRES TRUED
which pledged to assist in the
project with reconstruction of
s
s
the Kentucky Avenue by-pass.
Wheels Balanced(
He said the federal°government was allotted $430,000 for
z
i
the purpose of relocating 133
WHEELS ALIGNED( families and eight businesses in
the Urban Renewal area.
The Urban Renewal area,
which will be predominantly
residential, consists of 45.3
W. State Line
acres.
. Fulton — Pb. 4794741
Pleas call for 12 acres to be
set aside for fifty public housing
units; 28 lots for low-cost pri-

'WANTED!

vale housing, a new underpass
which will connect U.S. 45 with
Fourth Street, and new streets
sidewalks, curbs and gutters for
the area.
A location has been set aside
for a neighborhood center and
two new church sites.
Along Kentucky Avenue an

area for wholesale businesses,
public and semi-public services
and light manufacturing has
been designated.
Presently there are 89 families and 34 individuals living in
the area. Included are 153
structures, 143 of which have
deficiencies.

MURRAY, Ky. — "Campus
Lights," one of the oldest and
best-known campus musical traditions in the country, is now in
rehearsals at Murray Stateyniversity for the 1971 versioneb.
IS-20.
Written, performed an d directed by students in the music
department at Murray State, the
annual production is in its 34th
year. Local chapters of two professional music fraternities

Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia — sponsor the
show.
Directed by Tom Jones, a
senior from Cincinnati, the production Involves a company of
about 150 people, including a
50-voice singing chorus, a 20piece stage band, a 10-member
dancing chorus, the Murray
Men quartet and individual cast
members. Tom Walker, a jup•
tor from Greenville, is the as-

liti(LAND'S

Ik
e ...........
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••
••
•
:

;44.4
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••
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I Pot You rhumb training
0. Give choice of 2 !metier..
S. Give free counseling!.
to kelp your
MM./Mint
•uocime.
4. Amer you in Ibisencing.

SET 111 ra.rs was roe
Met . . CALL TODAY!
SUN OIL COMPANY

G. E. ZIPP
Union City
885-0804 Anytime

Valtshirr Parr
MOBILE HOME SALES

—Better Homes
— Better Prices
— Beller Service
F1110
Open 7 Days A Week
— Bank Rate Financing

Makshirr Plan.
MOBILE HOME SALES
2007 East Reelfoot Avenue
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
Phone $11541151

Don't
FIDDLE
AROUND
figuring
your own

Scr

FULTC
Fulton(
big scan
fore fallii
Tigers, 9
The BI
pace wit
Tigers tl
game.
Marra}
front at
stanza, ti
the Build
Scorini
second c
'netted 1
Tigers A
termissir
But th
shooting
and outs

•
:

.-.,

HERE'S YOUR INVITATION
TO WIN A BEAUTIFUL PRIZE

•:....---..*;'1•'•
4 *:•'
••••••

•

• •

• •••••••••••

•

•••••

•
•

••
4.
A.
b.

WANTED!
FIFTY WOMEN 0 JOIN
GRAND PRIZE CAMPAIGN CREATED BY OUR
ADVERTISING AGENCY —
JUST TO HELP US ADVERTISE THIS SALE.

4.
"NW/
r,
tY
1
TAi
r
—

HERE IS FUN —
FASCINATION—
EVERY CONTESTANT
RECEIVES FULL,
FAIR OPPORTUNITY TO WIN

These Beautiful Prizes Given
To the Contest Winners the
Last Day of the Sale ...Which
One Do You Want?

Fulton Calls
For Bids On
Police Radio
The
FULTON, Ky.,
Fulton City Commission has
voted to advertise for bids on
new radio equipment for the
city police department, expected
to cost more than $9,000 and the
constructite of Voter And sewer
lines to the Welcome Caner to
be built near the Purchase Parkway.
Bids on INJui items will be
opened at the Feb. 8 meeting
The commission appointed
W. P. "Dub" Burnette to finish
out the term of Milton Exiun
on the Fulton Electric Plant
Board. Exum resigned from the
board in order to apply for the
office of Superintendent, a position to which he was appointed
last week. The term as board
member has three years remaining.
Mrs. Barbara Rice was appointed tax assessor after Mayor
Nelson Tripp reported no applications for the job. Mrs. Rice,
who also is city clerk, served
as tax assessor last year.
City officers appointed for
1971 were Barbara Rice, city
clerk, Mrs. Katherine Berryman, city treasurer, Richard
Myatt, chief of police, Billy
Meacham, fire chief, and James
Warren, city attorney. All are
reappointments.
Another reappointment included that of the Rev. Oakley Clifton to the Urban Renewal
Board.
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GO INTO BUSINESS

Thursday, Jan,21, 1971

vl•!•f•drt.1.1•?•1.1.?.?•?-1•11•t-t-...-t-trirtf•t-t-s
'9
STORE HOURS
I
MON - TUES - WED - THURS 9-5
.:.
•.:
FRI & SAT - 9-6
••

City Tire Co.
101

WE ARE INTERESTED IN YOUR
SERVICE STATION EXPERIFTICE—
NOT YOUR FINANCES
SUN OIL COMPANY WILL

Fulton, Ky.

ing stereotypes," he explained.
Lead roles' Will be played by
Kathy Berry, Murray senior,
Dick Stevens, Rantoul, Ill.,
senior, and Hugh Griffith, Detroit sophomore.
Musical arrangements f o
numbers included in the production, according to Jones, were
done by students and alumni.

:•

i

GIVES YOU AN
OPPORTUNITY

sislant director.
Jones emphasized that the
writing staff has taken a different approach in creating the
light comedy for this year.
"While striving to retain the
same basic 'Campus Lights' appeal of past years, we have put
more theater into it by creating
more real characters and avoid-

Fulton,

—
3 PC. BEDROOM SUITE
— SECOND PRIZE —
PORTABLE TELEVISION SET
— THIRD PRIZE —
BEAUTIFUL LOUNGE CHAIR
PLUS 7 OTHER VALUABLE PRIZES.
NO PURCHASES NECESSARY.
— FIRST PRIZE

BOYS & YOUNG MENS
TRIM CUT TROUSERS
SELECT SIZES 26-36

1000 PAIRS
MENS TROUSERS

Prize To Be Given 3PM Feb. 5, 1971

PRICE
FULLSIZE
RANGE

Brin

Address
Phone

ALL SEASONS MERCHANDISE IS ON SALE —
NOTHING HELD BACK OR RESERVED — SIZES TO
FIT EVERYONE — TRY US TODAY!

GIFT ITEMS
JEWELRY-NOTIONS

this Cou on to Our Store Toda

Nome

1/2 PRICE
MYSTERY PACKAGES
30 WATCHES WILL BE SOLD FOR ONLY $1.17

IN OUR

MYSTERY BOXES DURING THIS SALE

SUITS-SPORTCOATS
SAVE
10% T° 50"
FROM

YOUNG MENS SUITS

Ostler Adams Contain
Jewelry, Frloco Fortuna and
Other Valuable Gift Items.

DARK COLORS-SUITABLE FOR
GRADUATION

Event Myeary Bee Contain.
Elsrarefteral View Well Worth
111.1 T.tri $30.00., more.

VALUES TO
0
00.
'50"
•
1 RACK
•• OF 30 UNITS
•

C0111111 In Mak A Pedcap

ALL SIZES, COLORS, FABRICS
CHOOSE FROM A STOCK OF 1000
GOOD SELECTION

Tomei ono bee Impiiri•bi re
memo with,Ism... they're the
Ionia* simile eituerrim ef yew
111/Mhiml You urn help 111101 •
dim Mem by mein, H a
Well •••••ka shire yeir
moil. every beef ileibutiers
Then well osier...tie. yew
More fer metweey. Why Meow
oremall Let Mod 11.1
feet

BOTH $
FEDERAL
AND
STATE

ill

OIJARANTII
•0100,001•• 4:Mural* preparation of *way too return.
If We mak* arty wren *of cost you arty penalty or

laNtraM w• will pay the partotty or Intorast.

CO.
ILICOCFT
Over 4000 Offices
Wan
with Ov
s Lewis. Tex Wanks

ArlVashington Avenue Fulton, Ky.
Open 9 AM to 6 PM Weekdays
9 AM to 5 PM Saturday
4-S17_7
atmarselD APPOINTMIRT 11KRUARThematoM

SWEATERS -•
SHIRTS
NECKWEAR I/2PRICE
JACKETS NOW

•

Mt UM MN is asi NOKININSE . .
0 woody bmells 040 "MOM 'S ..S ow liege rood. of
Chielby MerelumMke GO ON SAD er Sb. ridkeloinly
kir wk.* you ma mleenesed hotel.. he 0uSUMWS
STOCK MUST IS SOLO la leo Mentor possible time
WCITI CAUGHT WITH TOO MI,$ usictimoise AND
sow-mom° ovisnc MUST I$O5.W.••• Hie only wet
eel is ,.CUT Wet TO nq .
OOHS —forger all
COSTS oriel NOW& — Ski* Some. eml SACRISKS re
pee YOU Ms pewee Same* mer *Oared anent...
Oy oneonel SO WI DAVI THS OWNS, Ow no
Shelves! CUM
,1 Siethreoreal cum s.Dowythies!
Drib ON S....,. like Oen Wells S rietemery We WAN/
aCTON . !MCI CAM beeniare
or we
SUMO A 1010 .
OWNS wel Mee lee Ilao
W. lemo 40v1
ele M titi. City INN emeelal
ivumerf lo ew
tmlallielle

SIM

10 Y
7Charge
WE MUST
For
ALTERATIONS
ON SALE
Merchandise

JAR MAN
DRESS SHOE-S
SALE
Reg.
tiles

$136•

121"

$16"

{
WORK CLOTHES
WORK SHOES
UNDERWEAR
SOCKS
PAJAMAS

ALL ON

SALE

ALL SURPLUS571:70(ORDERED

sow or oiscouivr

• Or-

pRicasil

SSSSS

BUY FOR CASH AND SAVE

El

I Save up to 20%
31-71 asi

VA

La ax in

as.

..11

ix

•••••••••-.Tina • ••••[

•.•

eammalloweei.igi"

•
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L
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Fulton, Ky.
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Murray High Survives
Scare By Fulton City
FULTON, Ky. - The winless
Fulton City Bulldogs threw a
big scare at Murray High, before falling to the eighth-ranked
Tigers, 80-70, here Friday night.
The Bulldogs, now 0-10, kept
pace with Coach Bobby Teen's
Tigers throughout most of the
game.
Murray High jumped out in
front at the end of the first
stanza, taking a 23-18 lead over
the Bulldogs.
Scoring was even in the
second quarter as both teams
'netted 16 points, giving the
Tigers a 39-34 advantage at intermission.
But the Bulldogs found their
shooting eye in the third period,
and outscored Murray, 20-18, to

FUL TON
472-1651

Now thru Saturday

21101E SNOTS ATI
CLINT EASTWOOD
-THE GOOD,
THE BAD
ThE UGLY'
St Nt)

110111130BE

"HANG
'EM
HIGH'
COLOR MMus,
M Woofed ism limited Artists

Saturday & Sunday
Kidd!. Matinee Only
ALL SEATS
75c
Doors open - 12: Noon
2-Shows 12:30 & 2p.

:Tv orrrn
sainn??
A TRIP TO THE UNKNOWN!

-rue
SUN - MON & TUES.
VIRUS
OF DOOM
ENVELOPS
EARTH!

tz.

creep to within one point, 55-54,
as the period came to an end.
The Tigers built up a 10-point
lead in the final quarter, and
took the final margin of victory.
Alan Weatherly and Steve
Hale led the Tigers with 22
points each. Ricky Jones contributed 19 points, while Dayton
Lassiter added 10 markers.
Fulton City's James Campbell
led his team with 25 points and
guile-scoring honors. Fred
Large and Mike Smith netted 18
and 13 markers respectively,
while Charles Whitnel followed
up with-10.

price,quality,trim & selection with any super market...
IT'S A GOOD BET...

Mho(
/y boy
solothett

,
OP

Murray Blab
El 30 51 40
Fulton City
111 M 54 70
MURRAY HIGH caw - Jon. 19.
Lassiter IS, MoCuiston 3, Weatherly
22. Hale IL William 4
FULTON crry (70)-Camphell Is
Large lg. Smith IS. Whitman IS,
Thorpe 4. Moore

Carlisle
Rolls To
18th Win
FULTON, Ky.-The top-ranked Carlisle County Comets reeled
off 27 points in the second quarter and 33 points in the fourth
quarter as they smashed the
host Fulton County Pilots, 92-45,
here Saturday night.
Coach Tom Buchana n's
Comets, now 18-1, were led in
scoring by Leonard Larkins and
Steve Frizzell, who collected 14
points each. Russell Turnbow
added 11 markers to the Carlisle
attack.
The Pilots of Coach Charles
Murphy were paced by Scotty
Wright, who claimed game-scoring honors with 15 markers.
Both coaches emptied their
benches in the second half as
24 players saw action during the
game.
The Comets connected on 28
of 55 attempts from the field for
47 per cent, and hit 28 of 39
charity tosses for 72 per cent.
Fulton County could only manage 11 of 41 tries from the floor
for a cold N per cent. The Pilots
hit 23 of 42 free throws for 55
per cent.
Carlisle County
14 41 54 92
Fulton County
5 17 20 45
CARL/SLR COUNTY (93)--8ee1th 7.
Thoomon 5. Turnbcos 11. Duncan O.
Larkins 14. Crider 2. Fria:wit 14. Poll.
via I. Simmons 7. Nichols 2. Yates
4. Anderson 9
FULTON COUNTY (45)--Goo4man
S. Caldwell 4. McFarland 4. Wright
15. HIM 3. Sheehan 2. Hagler 5.
Didietaim 4. Thrilbow, HioddWorth.

Coe: 11101.W

PHAT1TOM
TOLLBOOTH

Check and compare

fil!Mr

Fryers
3 LB. PKG. OR MORE

Hamburger

No
place to
hide!

•
0.7-1

rass

2

dolede Panavraton4and Ne,ocolig

59C

3 LB. PKG. OR MORE

Ground Beef

9
LB.6

FRUIT DRINKS
46-0Z. CANS
Orange. Grape Cherry Orange Pineapple

BEEF

Rib Steak

LB.95

A&P VAC. PAK

Bacon

1 LB. PKG.69t

FIRST FIVE RIBS

Beef Rib Roast

9

38

PLATTER SLICED

Bacon

LB.
57

.•

BACON

794
Shrimp.... 1 - lb. box. 99t
Country Hams....lb. 990
Coffee
4-oz. 69

Ends & Pieces
BREADED

4 LB. BOX

(PIECES)

WHOLE OR HALF

59c

ALLGOOD SLICED BACON
$115
1 LB.
PKG.

A & P FREEZE-DRIED

2 LB.
PKG.

Yates Keys
Red Devils'
80-59 Win
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.-Dale
Yates scored 20 of South Fulton's 38 points in the fourth
quarter as the Red Devils
trampled visiting Trimble, 80-59,
and ended a five-game losing
streak.
In a girls' game played prior
to the varsity match, South Fulton defeated Trimble, 27-23, as
Whitlock, Hurt, and Powell netted 12, 10, and five markers respectively to account for all the
points.
Yates finished with 33 points
to claim game-scoring honors,
and was followed by Donald
Jackson and Bob Winston with
12 and 10 markers respectively.
The Red Devils netted 32 of 52
charity tosses for 82 per cent.
seem Fulton
17 MI 44 50

A&P AEROSOL CAN, 11-0Z.

SHAVE CREAM
TEMPLE

Oranges
ROME

(120's)

49c
4, 48t

CELLO

DOZ.

Radishes

BLAE%

FRESH CHILLED

PKG.110c

Orange Juice

Apples

Chick.

10 OZ
CANS

Noodle...6/$
1

A&P VA

Peanuts

NEW YORK
Appoint.
meat of William J. (Joe) Dtll
as chief of bureau at Nashville
with responsibility for all Asso.
dated Press operations in Tea.
nessee was announced today by
west Gallagher, general manager of the news cooperative.
Dill, 35, succeeds Fred W.
Moen who was annotated chief
of bureau at Kansas City.
A graduate of Southern U.
linces University, Dill had been
chief of bureau at Baltimore
since September 1969. He pined
The Associated Press in Chi.
cago in 19411 where be rose
quickly through the ranks,
serving as early city editor and
eventually as general news supervisor and second in core
mend of the Chicago bureau.
He also wee a member of the
raeM1 task force la 1966.

494

ii GAL. BTL.794

CAMPBELL'S SOUP

New AP Chief
For Tennessee
No
MOM
to run!

B.

A&P

294

LB.

'

Trimble
11 20 al 50
SOUTH FULTON (M))-Yates 33.
Jackson 12, Winston IS. Jett.= 7,
Murphy 4. Cummtriss 5. Brown 3,
Elliott 3, Cunningham 3. Oliver,
Cawthon.
TRIMBLE 150)-8mitb 21. Crawford
13. Baker B. Godwin S. Clinton 4.
Swifter 5. Sturdlrant 4. Tulor 1.
Ward 1.

et.

FRESH WHOLE

SUPER-RIGHT

loo

594
4/99c

13 OZ. CAN

BANQUET 5 OZ. PKGS,

Cook-In-Bags32-02. BOTTLE

Mix Liquid .... ..634

JANE PARKER

BUTTERMILK
BREAD

MARVEL APPLE, GRAPE

Jelly......2 lbs. _ 49t

20
OZ.
L V ES.

A A P 14,02. CAN

Hair Spray
INSTANT

.594
16 OZ.

Pet Creamer..'.O94
PRICES GOOD THRU SAT., JAN. 23
LIQUID

DETERGENT

LUX
Nat.nl General Pictures Presents

LUY&NCI
"DAY OP AM

494
•

Facial Tissues

Aristocrat
CRACKERS
Lb. Box

HMSO
Or TAB
Giant Size

SCOTTIES
200 Count
3 For

29t

794

894

High- C
FRUIT DRINKS
46-oz. Cans

,09100
3

4111111011111111,0100.11

•
•...110.

•
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Fulton, Ky.

mi- upiki us
. . •

. . .,. 2.

,. . . . •,7-!:!?4,.

-ININ-Nr
04
0

i

.

411PF

U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

FRANKS

Lb. 23c
Lb 49c

394.

Whole or
Half Stick

%,i,

GRADE A LARGE

STOKELY'S

20 oz.
'
BOTTLE 3 For

EAGLE RIVER CRANBERRY
4 Cans

15 0z.

JUICE

BAMA STRAWBERRY

29 oz. 3 For

890 PRESERVES
HY POWER

9 oz. BAG

HEINZ

10e

CAN

**WITH THIS COUPON**
and additional $5.00 purchase

HOUISER VALLEY
SLICED

excluding milk and tobacco
products.

. BACON

CARTONS

TOMATO SOUP

39e

REELFOOT

C

390

SHORTENING420z.89c HOT TAMALES
POTATO CHIPS

$

18 oz.

2 1/2 SIZE

KRLSP N FRESH

790

5c

PKG.

SNOWDRIFT

5 Cans 9
'

excluding milk and tobacco
products.

90

LIMIT I COUPON PER FAMILY.
LIMIT I COUPON PER FAMILY.
„......................................
It talitsoziarchase to et both '.5.00 purchases listed in ad.

TURNERS OR SWIFTS

45c FRUIT COCKTAIL4C
9 PORK n BEANS
STOKELY'S

1/2 GAL.

KRAFT GRAPE

18 oz.

15 1/2 oz.

3 For

. I
3 PKGsS

BUNNY CAKE

op A

3 PK:I

6 9•

wE ARE CLOSED
ON SUNDAY

.....1.110•1141111.10.

69t ORANGE DRINK 39t
a

15 1/2 oz.

gik

3 For

RED POTATOES

i0 49c

FRUIT

PIES

290

28 oz.

8u4 BABY FOOD 10894 Dr. PEPPER 4
lot SALTINES
29t TOMATO JUICE

U.S. NO. I

4 Cans

MORTON FROZEN

MERIT

2 oz.

15 1/2 oz.

1 CHILI St BEANS

4 1/2 oz.

HEINZ

JUST RITE

7 Cans$

250

FOR

BORDEN INSTANT

790

MARY LOU CUT

CREAM PIES

200z.

GRAPE FRUIT
10 FOR
Shop Early
E.W. James & Sons

$

ORANGE JUICE

BREAD
POTATOES

U.S. NO. I FLORIDA

SALMON
GREEN BEANS

MORTON'S FROZEN

i HYDE PARK

PECAN ROLLS
DO-NUTS

46 oz.

SEALSWEET FROZEN

6 oz. CAN

CANS

FAIR. WEATHER
LIMIT 2

8 calls

BISCUITS
BUNNY

ap d

15 1/2 oz.

SHOWBOAT

HYDE PARK

8

590

1 PEACHES

**WITH THIS COUPON**
and additional $5.00 purchase

COKES
and
PEPSIES

9.5 oz. Can

5 For $

COFFEE
LB.

HOG MAWS
PORK MELTS LB.19C
HOT COCOA MIX

O'SAGE

Folgers- Maxwell House- Old Judge

450

ICE MILK
JELLY

1

HART'S

1,6py j3ETTY,

QT.

1/2 GALLON

Lb 49c
Lb 35c

CARNATION

ORANGE JUICE

303 SIZE

APPLE SAUCE
1 CORN

THIGHS
ROASTING CHICKENS

KRAFT FRESH

39c

QT.

STOKELY'S TOMATO

.PRU
. NE

0

DILL PICKLES

4,90

390

Lb. 19c
Lb 49c

STOKELY'S

EGGS

SLAB BACON
4 to 8 lb.
Whole or Half Slab
lb.

NECK BONES
PIG FEET
LB.19
PIG TAILS

LB.

0 (3

REELFOOT

BACKS
LEGS

BOLOGNA

450

0 g

59c

REELFOOT LAKE BRAND

KREY

CATSUP
SAUCE

ct fa

SLICED BACON
lb.

89c

BREAST
-------1.1k 5k WINGS
LEGS and TWO*
Lb: 39c GOURDS

imi

- ..V

REELFOOT

SIRLOIN STEAK
lb.

25c CUTUP

DOZ.

a o

U.S. CHOICE

FRYERS
lb.

12 oz. PKG.

V

i
a 0

Ca oo

III16IP WP
)
....

is"---)
i
s
pEt
it
IONS

.agir.
'
.er

1

WHOLE

IRAr airaw
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PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
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FORS

46 oz.

LB. BOX

3 Ca!!

VINE RIPENED

EXTRA FANCY

POLE BEANS

29c

TOMATOES

29c
. JAMES SONS) WE ACCEPT
° "MAXI-SAVINGS" '
'r U.S.GOVERNMENT
LB.

LB.

LB.

PEW.
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FOOD STAMPS

